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Foreword to the Issue 

A new eighth issue of the second volume of International Journal of Management Science and Business 

Administration introduces research papers of diverse topics in the domain of management science, 

business administration, and economics featuring authors from developed countries like Check Republic, 

Croatia and Australia as well as developing countries like Kenya and Nigeria. Research Leap secures 

published authors with an opportunity for their work to be widely disseminated and make an impact. The 

increasing number of citations of papers published in International Journal of Management Science and 

Business Administration in recent times is a good indicator of editors, authors, and the community working 

together to bring the research results out to the public.  

 

The first paper of the current issue titled “Accessibility of Tourist Attractions to People with Mobility 

Impairments and People with Visual Impairments in the Town of Jihlava” deals with the topic of making 

tourist attractions in the regional center Jihlava accessible to the needs of a specific customer segments – 

people with physical disabilities, namely, wheelchair users and people with visual impairments. The second 

article “Managerial Skills and Corporate Strategic Planning” aims to establish the relationship between 

managerial skills and corporate strategic planning. The study was premised on increased call to meticulous 

strategic planning in all organizations across all sectors in Kenya. The third article in the issue titled “Public 

Administration Transparency in E-government at Local Level of Czech Government” focuses on the analysis 

of transparency principle application on the local level of government in the Czech Republic. Next paper in 

the issue titled “Public Land Acquisition and Land Use Change Problems in Ogun State” theoretically strive 

to evaluate the contributions of government policies and programs in transforming the various land uses in 

the urban centers of Ogun state with a view to provide better understanding among the stakeholders in 

real estate investment. The final article of the issue “A Multifarious, Multifaceted Approach to the 

Multipolar World: a Necessity” discusses wealth distribution in the world and debates over new powers 

developing like the BRICS, and in the Next Eleven (N11) as new allies to re-distribute the wealth of the 

world. 

 

We would like to extend our gratitude to authors who have submitted articles to International Journal of 

Management Science and Business Administration, and supporting Editorial Board who helped to deliver 

one more issue of the journal successfully. We thank of the contributors to the journal for their trust, 

patience, and timely revisions. We continue to welcome article submissions in all fields of management, 

business and economics. 

 

 

 

Dr. Bojan Obrenovic, 

Editor – in - Chief 
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Alice Sediva Neckarova 
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Abstract: The paper deals with the topic of making tourist attractions in the regional centre Jihlava accessible to the 
needs of a specific customer segments – people with physical disabilities, namely wheelchair users and people with 
visual impairments. This is a relevant topic with both economic and non-economic angle and, at the same time, one that 
is not sufficiently looked into. In the future the number of visitors with disabilities can be expected to increase, being 
for the given segment of clients adequately prepared may in fact prove to be a competitive advantage. 
 
Key words: Attraction, Physical disability, Visual impairment, Tourism, Tourism market, Wheelchair user  
 

1. Introduction 
Tourism has lately become an integral part of the lifestyle in developed societies as a source of relaxation, 
entertainment, and not least gaining knowledge. Participating in tourism can be one way how to widen our horizons, 
learn about different cultures and educate ourselves, for many of us it also represents escape from everyday stereotype 
and a means of maintaining our physical and mental health. Tourism has therefore an important role to play in lives of 
individuals, at the same time it is an industry of importance for economy of a given region as well as the state – it 
contributes to the GDP, influences the balance of payments, brings income to local budgets and therefore also to the 
state budget, positively affects investment activities, supports small and medium size businesses, and above all is an 
important provider of jobs. Through multiplication effect of tourism values in other industries are also realized.  
 
When taking part in tourism the participant uses services of a number of various businesses and establishments. 
Tourism market is a highly competitive one and the tourism businesses and establishments as well as attractions aim at 
the client’s satisfaction resulting in positive references passed on to relatives and friends. These days we keep hearing 
that the customer, whose expectations, satisfaction, preferences and views are constantly being researched by various 
means, himself influences future products and services. Despite this there are still situations where a customer has 
clearly identified his need, has sufficient financial means, yet the services that would meet his very needs are not 
provided. This situation does not arise because of the client’s excessive requirements; there are still particular segments 

of demand where the offer is not adequately adapted to the clients’ specific needs, e.g. people with mobility 

impairments, namely wheelchair users or visually impaired persons.  
 
People with disabilities have the same expectations, dreams and wishes as people without such health related 
limitations. They too wish to enjoy life, have a good time, learn, travel and fulfil their dreams. Among the most 
common motivation of disabled people’s travelling there are learning new things, recreation, health, prevention or 

healing, religious motivation, and shopping (Indrová et al., 2008, pg. 38). Among causes of increased number of people 
with disabilities are diseases, old age and related complications, genetic disorders, as well as injuries. In 2011 there 
were 4 794 children with genetic disorders born in the Czech Republic, according to the Institute of medical 
information and statistics, which represents 441 children born with genetic disorders in 10 thousand live-born. Genetic 
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disorders are more common in boys than girls, and in children born to mothers of older age (Vidurová, 2014, pg. 12-
13). 
 

2.  Methodology 
The work on the paper was preceded by study of specialist topic related literature and further secondary sources of 
information related to the given topic. The survey of the attractions available for wheelchair users in Jihlava was 
carried out during the month of September as a part of the “International Student Workshop” concerning the topic 
“Accessible Tourism for Disabled People”. The students, having acquired theoretical knowledge of specific needs of 

clients with handicap, were divided into teams, each of which was allocated particular attractions where they were 
subsequently doing their research. The researchers prior to commencing the research familiarized themselves with the 
ADA Checklist for Existing Facilities used in surveys commissioned through ADA Research projects. There were four 
criteria evaluated in visited objects: Getting there / Getting in / Using facility / Getting out in an emergency on a scale: 
Easy without assistance (1) / Without assistance, but difficult (2)/ Yes, but only with assistance (3)/ No (4). 
 
The actual survey was conducted through the method of mystery shopping – student teams were using a wheelchair and 
posed as disabled visitors of given attractions. Following the visit, the students filled in pre-prepared forms according 
to their actual experience. Such field research was preceded by desk research in which the students identified each 
object to be evaluated on the map and found relevant information concerning it – this information was subsequently 
verified in practice. 
 
The other part of the research was carried out in cooperation with the public benefit organisation “Tyflo Vysočina 
Jihlava” O. P. S., which provides blind and seriously visually impaired citizens with services. Blind people (they were 
fully blind in all cases) themselves were evaluating two out of four examined criteria (the sense of visit for the given 
segment and orientation in the facility), next it was assessed whether the facility has Braille and whether the audio-
guide is available. 
 

3. Theoretical Bases 
3.1. Disability and handicap 
A disability is some abnormality in the health of a person that limits him in certain activities such as mobility, quality 
of life, or role in society. Disability results in restriction or loss of ability to perform activities in a manner or to an 
extend considered to be normal (Slowik, 2007, pg. 27). A society of so-called healthy people (people without 
disabilities) often sees disabled people as having the life that is less worth living. Some are deprived of visual 
perception of the world, which stops them from participating in the number of activities and generally limits them 
(Koudelová, Květoňová, 1996, pg. 3). A handicap is a social disadvantage of a person due to disability that manifests 
itself in some areas of social life. A disabled person does not necessarily have a handicap. 
 
According to World Health Organization (WHO), over a billion people, about 15% of the world's population, have 
some form of disability. Between 110 million and 190 million adults have significant difficulties in functioning. Rates 
of disability are increasing due to population aging and increases in chronic health conditions, among other causes. 
People with disabilities have less access to health care services and therefore experience unmet health care needs. 
Studies indicate that, of these, some 10% require a wheelchair. It is thus estimated that about 1% of a total population – 
or 10% of a disabled population – need wheelchairs (WHO, 2014a). 
 
For the development of tourism for people with disabilities, it is necessary that accommodation and catering facilities, 
visitor attractions, and other tourism enterprises respect the needs of this segment concerning especially the necessity of 
barrier-free adjustment of the space, while the barrier freedom is understood as creating a space that is accessible and 
safe. Each disability has its specifics and thus people with different types of disabilities also have different needs and 
requirements while travelling.  
 
3.2. Physical disability 
Under the Czech legislation, the term physical disability is reduced only to musculoskeletal disorders. Physical 
disability is defined as impaired mobility measured both in qualitative and quantitative terms. The physically disabled 
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have visibly affected lower or upper extremities. Physical disabilities can be congenital or acquired. Congenital defects 
occur during intrauterine life, during birth or shortly after. Acquired defects are usually caused by an injury or various 
diseases that have a negative effect on the motoric system and may occur at any time of a person’s life. 
 
3.3. Visually disabilities 
According to WHO, 285 million people are estimated to be visually impaired worldwide: 39 million are blind, and 246 
have low vision. 82% of people living with blindness are aged 50 and above. Globally, uncorrected refractive errors are 
the main cause of moderate and severe visual impairment; cataracts remain the leading cause of blindness in middle- 
and low-income countries. (WHO, 2014b) 
 
For visually impaired persons it is more suitable from the perspective of the stay itself and orientation to stay longer at 
one place than to often change for new places. The blind person gets familiar with the environment and does not have 
problems orienting and moving independently along usual routes. It is good for the personal to inform visually 
impaired clients about architectural barriers which could complicate the stay or even cause an injury (Hájková et al., 
2006). 
 
3.3.1. Braille 
A system of writing for individuals who are visually impaired that uses letters, numbers and punctuation marks made 
up of raised dot patterns. In 1824, Louis Braille, who lost his eyesight due to a childhood accident, developed his code 
for the French alphabet as an improvement on night writing. The second revision, published in 1837, was the first 
binary form of writing developed in the modern era. 
 
3.4.  Tourism for all 
UNWTO (World Tourism Organization) defines a disabled person as a physically or mentally impaired person whose 
physical or mental integrity is partially or completely reduced either from birth or due to advancing age, illness or 
accident to such extent that his independence, ability to attend school or work is disrupted (UNWTO, 1999). Global 
Code of Ethics for Tourism of the World Tourism Organization, adopted by the UN in 2001, deals with the issue of 
tourism for people with disabilities in article 7, where it states that the prospect of direct and personal access to the 
discovery and enjoyment of the planet’s resources constitutes a right equally open to all the world’s inhabitants. 

According to the Global Code of Ethics, Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, it is necessary to ensure 
the right to travel for all people indiscriminately, i.e. also for people with disabilities. According to the same document, 
the universal right to tourism must be regarded as the corollary of the right to rest and leisure, including reasonable 
limitation of working hours and periodic holidays with pay.  
 
Tourism for people with disabilities falls into the category of social tourism. The aim of social tourism is to make 
activities associated with travelling accessible to all - therefore also to groups that ar for some reason disadvantaged, 
and for whom participation in tourism can otherwise be difficult. These are mainly families with children, youths, 
students, the elderly and people with disabilities. (Hesková et al., 2006, pg. 36). The main benefits of social tourism 
include reducing seasonality, positive impact on employment, greater social and economic stability of entrepreneurs in 
tourism and also health, social and integration advantages of target groups.  
 
Philosophy of tourism for all meets the criteria of quality tourism, where by quality is meant the fact that a destination 
takes into account all the expectations of tourists with special needs and offers them comfort, attractions, and safety in 
accordance with the right to participate in tourism, which is the universal right of every human being. This right is 
enshrined in the Global Code of Ethics for Tourism. 
 
In 2001, the issue of tourism started to be dealt with by the European Union when, within the framework of the 
conference Tourism for All, priorities were identified. Each Member State should endeavour to promote social tourism 
through various measures (e.g.,. through associated policies and initiatives). In 2010, the Czech Government approved 
the National Tourism Support Programme for the period 2010-2013. National Tourism Support Programme is one of 
the tools for implementing the Concept of state tourism policy of the Czech Republic for the period 2007-2013. By 
creating this program, the Czech Republic joined project CALYPSO comprising activities that promote social tourism 
initiated by the European Union. This project seeks to facilitate accessibility of places of interest for the disabled and 
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families with children. The main motto of the project CALYPSO is that vulnerable groups of people should have equal 
opportunities to travel as others. 
 
3.5. Ada 
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) became law in 1990. ADA is a civil rights law that prohibits 
discrimination against individuals with disabilities in all areas of public life, including jobs, schools, transportation, and 
all public and private places that are open to the general public. The purpose of the law is to make sure that people with 
disabilities have the same rights and opportunities as everyone else (ADA, 2014). 
 

4. Interpretation of the Investigations 
4.1. Accessibility of tourist attractions for wheelchair users 
The survey was conducted in a total of twenty buildings located in the town of Jihlava. These twenty objects that can 
be visited by participants of tourism, as well as locals, were divided into four further subcategories - sights, culture 
establishments, sports establishments and other establishments. Figure 1 indicates that more than three-quarters of the 
objects are at least partially accessible to potential visitors - wheelchair users. Only underground corridors and 
underground collectors, Gate of Holy Mother and Town Hall of Jihlava are completely inaccessible. In the case of 
visiting the historic underground corridors a visitor must negotiate relatively slippery and uncomfortable stairs when 
going down, the tour itself leads through sections built mostly in the 14th century - for these reasons it would be utterly 
impossible to get into the underground and take a tour using a wheelchair. Jihlava underground collectors located up to 
25 meters underground are modern tunnels, located several floors below the historic underground. Individual floors are 
accessed on ladders; the route is therefore not suitable for children, the elderly or the disabled. In the case of historic 
buildings, these are cultural monuments and for this reason, it is necessary to comply with the interests of the historic 
monument conservation, making the wheelchair access impossible.  
 
 

  

Figure 1: Accessibility of tourist attractions for wheelchair user - in general 
Source: Own survey 

 
In order to provide wheelchair access to Gate of Holy Mother and Town Hall of Jihlava, it would be necessary to install 
wheelchair staircase platforms into these buildings. Prices of such platforms range within hundreds of thousands of 
crowns. For these types of staircases SP Omega platforms (manufacturer Sunrise Medica), which can be installed onto 
straight, multi-turn and spiral staircases both inside buildings and outdoors seem to be appropriate. The platforms can 
be used for staircases at least 850 mm wide and can be installed without any structural alterations. The price of one of 
these staircase platforms (as of January 10, 2015) is 220 000 CZK. When calculating the return on the investment made 
by the Town Hall of Jihlava, taking into account only the fix costs and reduced admission fee for holders of ZTP and 
ZTP/P of 35 CZK, the price for purchasing the platform would be “paid” by 6286 people. Another problem is that the 

historic buildings in question are protected by the National Heritage Institute and their conservation has to be respected. 
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4.1.1. Sights 
In Jihlava, there are six sights visited by domestic and foreign visitors alike. Local churches were not examined 
because these objects can be visited only during worship services. As already mentioned above, in four of buildings 
(Underground Corridors, Underground collectors, Gate of Holy Mother and the Town Hall of Jihlava) it was 
established that these are not accessible to the given segment, and therefore they were not further analysed. The 
remaining two objects were subjected to detailed analysis. Fortification area comprises medieval walls built in the first 
half of the 13th century, surrounding the historic centre of Jihlava. All surveyed criteria were rated as "without 
assistance, but difficult". The fortification area is used by visitors for walking, sitting down and relaxing – visitors are 
not offered any additional services, therefore the category "Using facility" could not be evaluated. Jewish cemetery, 
which is a noteworthy reminder of the existence of a Jewish community in Jihlava, was evaluated, similarly to the 
fortification area, as a sight that can be visited by a wheelchair user "without assistance, but difficult". The difficult 
part, in this case, is the access to the object and moving around it. As in the case of the fortification area, visitors are 
not offered any additional services, thus the category "Using facility" could not be evaluated. The difficult access to the 
cemetery and movement around it is largely influenced by the weather - especially due to movement on unpaved 
surfaces. 
 
4.1.2. Culture establishments 
In Jihlava, there are seven cultural facilities, used by local residents and visitors to the city. All seven of these objects 
were surveyed. Best rankings were awarded to the Horácké theatre and Dukla cinema - thanks to the existence of 
ramps, it is possible for the wheelchair user to get into the building without the assistance of another person; the 
entrance to the auditorium is also adapted for wheelchair users. Barrier-free is also the second cinema in the city, 
Cinestar cinema. As problematic can be viewed only the last criterion due to the need to use the elevator on the way to 
and from the cinema. As a general rule, it is forbidden to use the elevator in case of emergency - for this reason, the last 
criterion (getting out in the emergency) was assessed as unsatisfactory for a given segment of clientele. The evaluation 
of the House of Gustav Mahler proved quite controversial; although this attraction presents itself as barrier-free and 
actually has, among other features, barrier-free toilets, it is very difficult to access the object (narrow and uneven 
pavement along the road, paved with bricks), as well as difficulty getting into the building (stairs, rails on demand, 
however, assistance needed). In order to move around the premises the wheelchair user has to use elevator; for this 
reason, the last criterion is evaluated negatively. As for the regional Gallery of Highlands, as well as the Cultural 
House, the wheelchair access is facilitated only in some parts of the building. The last object, the Museum of 
Highlands, has a facility that can be used on stairs and allow wheelchair access to the higher floors - but this facility 
necessarily requires assistance and its use is not very user-friendly.  
 
4.1.3. Sport establishments 
In the category of sports establishments were evaluated three facilities. The town, of course, has a large number of 
sports facilities - indoor and outdoor playgrounds and gyms. These serve mostly to local residents. Visitors of Jihlava 
use, as a rule, just three surveyed objects - aqua park Water Paradise, Swimming pool Evžena Rošického and Horácký 

ice arena, visited by participants of passive sports tourism as fans. The first evaluated object was aqua park Water 
Paradise, a very popular entertainment centre in the Highland region that can be visited all year round. Water Paradise 
offers an oval swimming pool for visitors seeking relaxation, as well as numerous attractions for active leisure, such as 
Microsoft toboggan, double slide, the wild river, pearl mattresses, wall massage nozzles, underwater blowers, water 
fountains, large mushroom, and water wall with underwater lights. The access to the building and the entrance to the 
building was evaluated by the surveyors as "easy without assistance", the facility even has a separate dressing room and 
a barrier-free shower, which can be used to enter the interior and covered part. Unfortunately, the indoor or outdoor 
sections do not have a device that would help people in wheelchairs to get in and out of the pool - there is therefore a 
need for the assistance of another person. The next evaluated facility was the swimming pool E. Rošického. There is 

also disabled access to the building, at the same time; there are ramps available for easier wheelchair user access to and 
from the pool. During the opening hours, times, when the ramps are used, are specified; there are also instructors and 
assistants available to customers upon prior request. The last object evaluated in the category of sports establishments 
was Horácký ice arena. The access to or inside the facility poses no problem also moving around the stadium is easy. 
The problem, however, is the absence of barrier-free toilets. 
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Figure 2: Accessibility of culture establishments for wheelchair user 
Note: 1 – Easy without assistance; 2 - Without assistance, but difficult; 3 -Yes, but only with assistance ; 4 - No 

Source: Own survey 
 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Accessibility of sport establishments for wheelchair user 
Note: 1 - Easywithoutassistance; 2 - Without assistance, but difficult; 3 -Yes, but only with assistance ; 4 - No 

Source: Own survey 
 
4.1.4. Other establishments 
In the last category, there were four establishments evaluated. The most friendly establishments for a wheelchair user 
are the zoo and the shopping and entertainment centre City park. In the latter, the only problem is the last criterion in 
the case of emergency unless the wheelchair user happens to be on the ground floor, which eliminates the need to use 
the elevator to exit the building. In the case of Salt cave Salinera and Organic farm Sasov assistance of accompanying 
person is necessary. The ease of movement around the organic farm largely depends on the weather, as it is not 
possible to move on paved surfaces everywhere. 
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Figure 4: Accessibility of other establishments for wheelchair user  
Note: 1 - Easywithoutassistance; 2 - With out assistance, but difficult; 3 -Yes, but only ith assistance ; 4 - No 

Source: Own survey 
 
4.2. Accessibility of tourist attractions for people with visual impairments 
The table includes touristic attractions of the city of Jihlava. The blind eliminated eight out of twenty- one facilities as 
their visit would not make sense due to their handicap. Surprisingly the Regional Gallery of Highlands stayed among 
buildings suitable for blind or purblind persons due to the exhibitions of the "touch gallery" type, which is specifically 
designed for visually impaired visitors (not a permanent exposition). The blind showed an interest in visiting the 
Horácký ice arena during an ice hockey match – although they cannot watch the match, they enjoy the unique 
atmosphere. In the thirteen selected facilities, the blind then evaluated whether they would be able to visit the building 
on their own; in the case of the Horácký ice arena a visit without a guide was rejected due to safety reasons. The blind 
usually prefer visiting unknown places and new facilities for the first time with an assistant, but even this is very 
subjective and it always depends on the personality of the individual. In five facilities in Jihlava (House of Gustav 
Mahler, Museum of Highlands, the regional Gallery of Highlands, aqua park Water Paradise, the Cultural House) the 
researchers found no barriers that would prevent them from visiting them without a guide – the orientation in the 
building was evaluated as easy and barrier-free in these cases. The facilities also dispose of personnel that are able and 
willing to help. The other facilities were recommended to the blind to be visited with a guide. Braille code is available 
only in one attraction in Jihlava; it is not a complexly equipped exposition, but the only occurrence of the code in 
signage. Four facilities dispose of an audio-guide. 
 

5. Conclusion 
The goal of this paper was to outline the present state of accessibility of tourist attractions in the town of Jihlava to the 
needs of specific customer segments – the wheelchair users and people with visual impairments. The conducted 
research shows that only one-fifth of the attractions, visited by tourists in Jihlava, are not accessible to wheelchair 
users. All four of these objects fall into the category sights. All the remaining objects were rated as at least partially 
accessible to wheelchair users. Taking into account all the surveyed criteria (in particular the criterion "Getting out in 
emergency"), the buildings, which use a wheelchair lift (multi cinema Cinestar, the House of Gustav Mahler) or require 
greater assistance when entering or moving around the site (House of Gustav Mahler, Museum of Highlands) do not 
appear to be always appropriate for wheelchair users. For persons with serious visual impairment, thirteen facilities 
come into consideration; in the case of eight out of them, there is a need for a guide attendance. Only one facility 
disposes of Braille code and in four facilities there is the option of borrowing an audio-guide. 
 
In the future, the number of visitors with disabilities can be expected to increase, in particular, because their percentage 
in the population will grow due to the aging population. One of the reasons is the reduction in birth rate; currently, we 
are talking about the post-reproductive component of the population significantly outnumbering the infant component. 
At the same time, today's population has a greater chance of reaching older age due to higher living standards and 
medical advances. For this reason, it is certainly desirable that individual businesses and facilities were for the given 
segment of clients adequately prepared - and it may, in fact, prove to be a competitive advantage. 
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Table1: Accessibility of tourist attractions for people with visual impairments 

 
 Tourist attraction Reasons to visit Guide attendance Braille Audioguide 
Sights Underground corridors Yes HR No No 

Underground collectors No NE No No 
Fortification No NE No No 
Gate of Holy Mother No NE No Yes 
Jewish cemetery No NE No No 
Town Hall of Jihlava No NE No Yes 

Culture 
establishments 

Museum of Highlands Yes NN No Yes 
House of Gustav 
Mahler 

Yes NN Yes Yes 

The Regional Gallery 
of Highlands 

No NN No No 

Horácké theatre Yes R No No 
MulticinemaCinestar No NE No No 
Cinema Dukla No NE No No 
Cultural House Yes NN No No 

Sport 
establishments 

AquaparkVodníráj Yes NN No No 
Swimming pool 
Rošického 

Yes R No No 

Horácký ice arena Yes HR No No 
Football stadium  Yes HR No No 
ZOO Yes R No No 

Other 
establishments 

Organic Farm Sasov Yes R No No 
City park No NE No No 
Salt cave Salinera Yes R No No 

 
Note: HR – highly recommended; R – recommended; NN – not needful; NE – not evaluated. 

Source: Own survey 
 
Following the findings, a significant context arises – e.g. the accessibility of facilities in case of other disabilities, 
comparison of accessibility of tourism attractions on both the national and international level, the analysis of 
availability of accommodation and catering services by specific clients, the analysis of staff readiness for clients with 
various types of disabilities etc. and the last but not least also proposed measures that can lead to an improvement of 
the current state. The given topic will be solved in more detail within the author’s doctoral thesis. 
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Abstract: The aim of this study is to establish the relationship between managerial skills and corporate strategic 
planning. The study was premised on increased call to meticulous strategic planning in all organizations across all 
sectors in Kenya. A close examination of existing literature showed that very little has been done in the area of 
evidence-based strategic planning. Public and private institutions participated in this study. The findings showed a 
positive and significant relationship between managerial skills and corporate strategic planning. The implication of the 
findings for management is to give more attention to managerial skills. 
 
Keywords: Corporate strategy, Managerial skills, Strategic planning 
 

1. Introduction 
The word strategy has multidimensional view and diverse definitions from various scholars. Drucker (1954) viewed 
strategy as an answer to dual questions regarding the type of business firms engages in and the intended business 
activities. Chandler (1962) advanced Ducker's definition by incorporating the how of achieving an organization's 
intention. Chandler (1962) considered strategy as a process of determining the basic long-term goals and objectives of a 
firm, adopting courses of action and finally allocating resources necessary for carrying out these goals. In explaining 
strategy, Andrews (1971) considered both Ducker's and Chandler's views and postulated that strategy is the pattern of 
objectives, purposes, goals, major policies and plans for achieving them with strategy as a unifying tool. Those who 
share this perspective define strategy regarding the unity of purpose and the direction it gives to the firm (Ansoff 1965, 
Quinn 1980). Mintzberg (1973) defined strategy as the patterned stream of decisions focusing on a set of resource 
geared towards achieving certain objectives in an uncertain environment.  
 
Hofer and Schendel (1978) considered strategy as systems that enable firms to increase market share, achieve 
sustainable growth and turn around the fortunes of the business. Wernerfelt (1984) introduced the resource perspective 
and defined strategy regarding the resource position of the firm. Mintzberg (1987) argued that a single definition of 
strategy cannot suffice. He then proposed five different definitions of strategy. According to him, a strategy is a plan, a ploy, 
a pattern, a position and a perspective. As a plan, strategy specifies a consciously intended course of action of an 
organization. As a ploy, a strategy is seen as a maneuver geared towards outdoing a competitor. As a pattern, a strategy is 
seen as a pattern emerging in a stream of actions. The strategy develops in the absence of intentions. As a position, the 
strategy is a means of locating an organization in its environment. Lastly, as a perspective, strategy consists of a position of 
an ingrained way of perceiving the world for organization identity.  
 
Porter (1980) thoughts on strategy have been supported by precision research and have remained consistent and 
developmental over decades. Using the value chain, he described the primary activities of business as those concerned 
with transforming inputs into outputs while secondary activities support primary functions. To be able to survive 
competition, a firm has to ensure that all these value-chain activities link together and fit into the environment. A 
weakness in any activity will impact on the chain as a whole and affect competitiveness and the overall strategy. To 
examine its competitive capability in the marketplace, an organization must choose between three generic strategies of 
cost leadership, differentiation, and focus. These generic strategies are driven by five competitive forces related to the 
power of customers, the power of suppliers, threat of substitute products and rivalry within the industry. Strategy rests 
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on unique activities based on customer needs and company products. Therefore, according to Porter (1996), a strategy 
is the act of positioning a business in a given industry through an analytical process. 
 
Whittington (1993) introduced four generic approaches to strategy. These are the classical approach, evolutionary approach, 
processualists approach and the systemic approach. The classical approach considers strategies as outcomes of rational 
analysis, evolutionary approach holds that strategy making is a competitive process where only the best ones survive, 
processual approach view strategy as an emergent process of learning and systemic approach believes in the ability of an 
organization to plan forward and act effectively within their environment. According to Johnson and Scholes (2005) 
strategy is the direction and scope of an organization over the long term. It achieves an advantage for the organization 
through its configuration of resources within a changing environment. A well-formulated strategy should meet the 
needs of markets and fulfill expectations of stakeholders. A strategy thus consists of the means an organization chooses 
to move from its present state to its future. A strategy thus consists of the means an organization chooses to move from 
its present state to its future position.  
 
Strategy development takes place at three different levels within an organization according to scope and function. These are 
the corporate level, the business level and the functional level (Ansoff, 1965; Pearce & Robinson, 1988; Johnson & 
Scholes, 2005). The three distinctive strategic levels are clearly discernible in organizations involved in several businesses 
capturing different market segments. Hax & Majluf, (1984) postulated that at the corporate level, organizations engage in 
the formulation of vision, mission, strategic posture and identification of Strategic Business Units (SBU), resource 
allocation, budgeting and definition of performance measurements. At level, the business focus moves to the strategic 
business groups regarding identification of business scope, products, and market segments. At functional level firms engage 
in the formulation of functional strategies, a definition of specific action programs and budgeting. In a nutshell, strategy 
theorists agree on three main areas in the study of the concept of strategy. First, they agree that strategy includes both the 
actions taken by managers, content of a strategy and the process upon which the actions are decided. Second, there is 
general agreement that deliberate, emergent and realized strategies may differ in formulation but seek to achieve the same 
objective. Third, a business entity may have corporate, business and functional strategies at the same time. Finally, scholars 
concur that the making of strategy is a conceptual, intellectual as well as an analytical exercise. However, areas of 
disagreement relate the formation and appropriateness of strategy in different environmental contexts.  
 

2. Literature review 
2.1. Generation of Strategy  
The strategy generation debate has not gained consensus. Many questions still arise as to where strategy comes from 
and how do firms find themselves with strategy. Gavetti et al (2005) asserted that there is a tension in originating 
strategy. Managers struggle to understand their environment. Accordingly, the origin of strategy has a dual nature; it 
exists in the mind of the managers and is orchestrated by their experience in the world of their firms. Porter (1985) 
pointed out that strategy is embodied in activities of firms. March, Schltz and Zhuo (2000) agreed that strategy 
embodies in routines and firm rules. From the position school to the evolutionary school managers are driven by 
cognition and the world of action (Winter, 2003; Porter, 1980). Firms being highly plastic conform to reality and 
managers can only shape them to the desired posture. Solutions and strategy bundles can be sought from the vicinity of 
a problem, considering an incremental change to existing concurrent trials and errors. Rumelt (2009) took note that 
strategy making was most critical in times of change and unfamiliar environments. This assertion agreed with Wiltbank 
et al (2006) who stated that to create a strategy for a firm that was doing well was difficult. Strategy generation depends 
on the given uncertainty.  
 
In such encounters, organizations may rely on two schools, namely the planning school and learning school. The 
planning school is attributed to Ansoff (1979) as a systematic analysis and integrative planning avoiding short cuts such 
as intuition and heuristics which suffers from personal and group biases (Wiltbank et al, 2006). Systematic planning 
helps to overcome inconsistencies though prediction remains obviously difficult. However, Grant (2003) did not 
support these views arguing that in dynamic environments planning slows down adaptation and makes organizations 
blind. The learning school is attributed to Mintzberg and Waters (1985). The predictive rationality for quick responses 
to uncertain events leads to emergent strategy. According to Markoczu (2001), strategy generation is an incremental 
process that involves consensus building and is multifaceted. Strategy is an outcome of a rational decision-making 
process. So to originate strategy takes into consideration versatility through mazes of boundary spinning fields and how 
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they intertwine with organizational elements. Whittington (1993) introduced four approaches, namely the classical, 
evolutionary, procession and systemic approaches. The four differ fundamentally on the process by which strategy is 
made and its outcomes. According to the classical approach, a strategy is made through rational analysis and under the 
evolutionary approach strategy emerges to enable firms to achieve a fit in competitive environments. According to 
Giovani and Rivkin (2007), the genesis and dynamics of business strategy remain a profound puzzle.  
 
Strategy content is defined by Andrews, Boyne and Walker (2003) as the patterns of service provision that are selected 
and implemented. Strategy content comprises two dimensions, namely strategic stance and action. Stance is the extent 
to which an organization searches for continuous realignment with its changing environment, selects positions for 
competitiveness or responds to changes to pick new orientations altogether. Strategic stance is the broad way in which 
an organization seeks to maintain or improve its performance. Strategic action is the relative emphasis on changes in 
market, services, revenues, external relationships and internal characteristics. Strategic actions are the specific steps that 
an organization takes to operationalize its stance. Zajac and Shortell (1989) were of the view that the level of strategy is 
relatively enduring and unlikely to change substantially in the short term. However, Fox, Boal, and Hunt (1998) were of 
the contrary view asserting that these strategic options are more likely to change in the short-term. Strategy content, 
therefore, refers to how organizations behave, in contrast to a strategy which is merely rhetorical and immeasurable.  
 
Firms must realign to the environment in their strategy content designs and develop controls that shape strategy during 
implementation. Managers should be aware that invalid assumptions and environmental changes are two main reasons 
that a strategy being implemented fail. Tenets of content integrate with evaluating the underlying assumptions on which 
strategy was built and monitoring the process of implementation in the wake of changing the environment 
(Muralidharan, 2004). While strategies are based on information meant to be true as well as assumptions about 
relationship and phenomena, the ration of assumptions to knowledge underlying strategies will vary. Similarly, while 
environments of all businesses are bound to change, the rate of change will vary across industries. This is the 
perspective of strategy context. Configurations of strategy with other elements within these contexts consume 
substantial managerial time and resources. Muralidharan (2004) emphasized that being proactive is essentially needed. 
In competitive environments firms must be ready to act and react; strategy must be seen as a cross-functional tool 
consistent with the context of the organization benefiting from the feedback loop of the unfolding environment. 
 
2.2.  Strategy Process 
Another aspect of strategy pointing to its configurations with structure and resource capabilities is the of managing 
strategy that can be explained by an array of conceptual models, dimensions, and typologies. Butler (2002) advocated 
for the rational analytical approach. This has been recognized as a central aspect of strategic decision making. It has 
been intensively subjected to both theoretical and empirical investigation. This approach involves managers using 
various tools of analysis and methodologies to make critical decisions. Its holistic view is similar to the planning mode 
of Mintzberg (1987). The advocates of this approach favor formal planning systems, management control, and 
consistent reward mechanisms to increase the quality of strategic decisions. On the other hand is the political behavior 
approach which espouses a powerful behavioral force to strategy formation. It assumes that decisions emerge from a 
process in which decision makers have different aims, forming alliances to achieve their goals in which the preferences 
of the most powerful prevail. This model rests on executive bargaining, negotiation and networking and the practice of 
muddling through the strategy making process. The last approach is the logical instrumentalism which views both the 
rational and the behavioral processes as being integrative.  
 
These approaches fit into the three modes of entrepreneurial, adaptive and planning that were illustrated by Mintzberg 
(1987). For entrepreneurs, the strategy is developed by an individual (CEO) who relies on intuition, experience and 
personal judgment in formulating strategy. In the adaptive mode, strategy formulation is characterized by muddling 
through a variety of issues while the planning mode involves analyses and anticipating the future. This does not differ 
much from dimensions named as command, symbolic, rational, transitive, and generative by Hart (1992). Each mode 
reflected a pattern of interaction between the roles of top managers and organizational members, representing a 
resource or skill set available to the firm. Mintzberg and Waters (1985) posited that strategies emerge from a set of 
inconsistencies and processes. Whittington (1993) did not differ much from this perspective in his own proposed 
approaches. The systemic approach focused on the internal context of the organization embedded in micro-politics, 
social groups, interests, and resources. Accordingly, he asserted that in competitive environments, the best strategy is 
selected by the environment, not managers. In a world too complex and full of surprises to predict, the strategist needs 
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to retain closeness, awareness, and adaptability. Though these views do not contradict in any way, they raise pertinent 
questions of what the real process is in any given firm context. As noted already these are theoretical conceptualizations 
that have received low empirical grounding. 
 
2.3.  Strategy models 
In strategic management literature, a few models of strategy have dominated the debate. Prominent studies confirm the 
Miles and Snow typology (Wayna, et al, 2005), the Porters generic forces model (Porter, 1980) and the emergent 
strategy model (Mintezberg and Waters, 1985). Recently, however, a host of intermediary archetypes and taxonomies 
have gained acceptance. Hunt (2000) acknowledged that the Porter model had generated intensive debate though its 
empirical validity was at times difficult to comprehend. There are interpretations where strategies are hierarchically 
ordered or strategy designs emerging from data sets within which positions are attained (Miller, 1986). Porter's (1980) 
notion was that firms may achieve competitive advantage by positioning themselves in structurally profitable industries 
and strategic groups. Acquaah and Masoud (2008) revisited the generic strategies of differentiation, cost leadership and 
focus and reaffirmed their endurance in explaining firm behavior. 
 
According to Wyna et al, (2005) the 1978 typology of Miles and Snow has been widely embraced. The framework has 
four strategy perspectives namely, prospector, analyzer, defender and reactor strategies. Wayna, et al (2005) attributed 
the longevity of this model to having addressed the industry interdependent nature. This view agreed with Hambrick 
(2003) who argued that the Miles and Snow typology was the most enduring strategy classification. The prospectors 
undertake technical innovation and seek new markets; the analyzers seek a second and better strategy while defenders 
maintain secure niche and stability. The reactors have no stable strategy, are only responsive to environmental 
exigencies. Kaban off and Shane (2008) posited that whichever strategy model the firm follows, the managers have to 
deal with three domain issues namely, entrepreneurial (product, market decisions), engineering (production, delivery) 
and administrative (structures, rules, procedures). Farjoun (2002) regretted that strategy field had suffered a growing 
separation between prevalent analytic and prescriptive models and the new concepts in descriptive ideas. Strategic 
planning is, therefore, one distinctive process of articulating strategy. However, there are many disturbances that 
strategic planning faces in light of the environment. There are forces contained in both the internal and external factors 
that influence and impact upon the process. 
 
2.4.  Managerial Skills  
Boone & Kurtz (1999) define management as the process of achieving organizational objectives through people and 
other resources. This means that management has a lot to do with enterprises human and other resources. Smit & 
Cronje (2002) define management as the attainment of enterprises goals in an effective and efficient manner achieved 
through planning, organizing, leading and controlling the enterprises' resources. Management is a form of work that 
involves coordinating an organization's resources - land, labor, and capital – toward accomplishing organizational 
objectives (Rue & Byars, 1992). 
 
Rue & Byars (1992) further discuss five functions of management: Planning is deciding what objectives to pursue 
during a future period and what to do to achieve those objectives; Organizing is grouping of activities, assigning 
activities, and providing the authority necessary to carry out the activities; Staffing is determining human resource 
needs and recruiting, selecting, training, and developing human resources; Leading is directing and channeling human 
behavior toward the accomplishment of objectives; Controlling is measuring performance against objectives, 
determining the cause of deviations, and taking corrective action where necessary.  
 
2.4.1. Planning 
A plan is a blueprint specifying the resource allocations, schedules and other actions necessary for attaining goals. 
Planning is the act of determining the organization’s goals and the means of achieving them (Daft, 1997). A goal is a 

desired future state that the organization attempts to realize. In order to plan effectively, managers need a sound 
knowledge, the relevant skills, and the right value orientation to apply the planning principles successfully. Effective 
planning will help a manager to set a clear vision (Graves & Thomas, 2006). Randel & John (2001) observe that an 
approach of mapping out the strategies and structures is needed to make a business run smoothly. Randel & John 
(2001) further note that proper strategic plans are practical and applicable methods of striking a balance between 
business and individual needs. 
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2.4.2. Organizing 
Organizing is the process of creating a structure for the organization that enables its people to work effectively towards 
its vision, mission, and goals (Greenberg, 1990). Organizing is an indispensable function in the management process. 
Plans devised and strategies formulated will never become a reality if human and other resources are not properly 
deployed and the relevant activities suitably coordinated (Wanous, 1972). The major task in organizing is to develop an 
organizational design that will support the strategic, tactical, and operational plans of the organization. Distelberg & 
Sorenson (2009) suggest that developing an organizational design entails grouping the organizational members into 
work units, developing an integrating mechanism to coordinate the efforts and determining the extent to which decision 
making in the organization is centralized or decentralized (the locus of decision making). 
 
2.4.3. Leadership 
Daft (1997) defines leadership as the use of influence to motivate people to achieve a firm’s goals. Leading is creating a 

shared culture and values, communicating goals to human resources in the whole enterprises and infusing the said 
human resources with the desire to perform highly. It involves motivating the entire firm’s human resources. Rue & 
Byars (1992) define leadership as the ability to influence people willingly, follow one’s guidance or adhere to one’s 

decisions. A leader is one who obtains followers and influences them in setting and achieving objectives. Smit & 
Cronje (2002) define leadership as human (symbolic) communication, which modifies the attitudes and behaviors of 
others in order to meet group goals and needs. Johnson (1999) observes that organizations should have a vision, a 
mission statement, core values, and goals. It should also have a structure in place for effective decision making. It 
should equally have clear strategies and plan of action to achieve these goals. Hackman & Johnson (2009) view 
leadership as a fundamental element of the human condition. 
 
2.4.4. Communication Skills 
Communication is key in managing family businesses. A manager needs information for decision making. Ability to 
disseminate and receive information is, therefore, an important tool for a manager (Dana, 2008). Stech (1983) observes 
that it is not only verbal communication, but the manager should be able to distinguish non-verbal signals, mood, and 
feelings to filter the right information. Michaud (1999) offers strategies, such as regular meetings and behavioral 
process analyses, and then tells how to apply these concepts with minimal effort. In this paper, we argue that 
managerial cognition drives strategic action. Given the continued debate of what strategy really is and how it is 
formulated, it turns to the skills of the manager to shape what he takes to be a strategy and what to be pursued as goals. 
Management skill and relationship with other factors in the organization are very critical. In light of the debate in the 
extant literature, the following hypotheses were formulated to guide this study. 
 
H1: Organizations are not significantly involved in corporate strategic planning.  
H2: There is relationship between managerial skills and corporate strategic planning  
 

3. Methodology 
This study adopted an analytical cross-sectional design with a view of seeking the relationship between managerial 
skills and corporate strategic planning in the public and private organization in Kenya. A survey population was 
considered adequate. This study used a population of senior managers attending a Senior Leadership Seminar. This 
approach in surveys has been found appropriate in previous studies with enriching findings (Wong and Elankumaran, 
2009) & Hill, Block and Buggie (2000). The senior managers in the seminar were from public and private 
organizations. From a total of 296, a sample of 169 was taken based on tables developed by Bartlett, Kotrlik and 
Higgins (2001) in their sample determination formula. A total of 102 questionnaires were received back giving a 
response rate of 59.81%. Only 61 Questionnaires were used in data analysis as the rest were incomplete.  
 
3.1. Response rate  

Table 1.1: Response rate 
 

Questionnaires distributed  Questionnaires 
Returned  

  Response rate in 
Percentage  

Complete 
questionnaires 
used in 
analysis  

 

169 101   59.81% 61  
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Babbie (2002) observes that a response rate of 50% is adequate for analysis; hence 59.76% response rate in this study 
was adequate for analysis. 
 
3.2. Sample Configuration  
60% of the respondents were from the public sector and 40% from the private sector. Regarding the size by the number 
of employees, 70% of the organizations had numbers above 100. The respondents who had worked for over ten years 
were the majority at 80% against 20% who had not worked in those organizations for more than a decade. 82% were in 
top management positions, 18% in supervisory roles. This distribution was appropriate to provide insights regarding 
corporate strategic planning mostly undertaken by top managers 
 

4. Analysis 
Descriptive statistics sought to find views on the strategic planning process and activities. All the organizations 
indicated that they had a vision and mission statements however only 60% could remember contents of the two. 60% 
indicated strategic planning was done every five years while 40% of it was done every three years. This was consistent 
with the contemporary way of strategic planning where organizations are adopting three years as opposed to traditional 
five years given the dynamic environment. 69% indicated that strategic plans were developed by external consultants. 
In 58% of the organizations, there was a policy on evaluation of strategic plans, 62% evaluation was done by top 
management and 38% where strategic plans were not reviewed. 
 

Table 1.2: Model Summary of Managerial Skills/Corporate strategic planning Model  
 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square 
Std. Error of the 

Estimate 
1 0.670a 

 
.448 .438 6.442 

 
The linear regression analysis (model Y= β0 + β1X1 + e), shows a strong relationship. R = 0.670and R2 = 0.448 which 
shows that 44.8% of the corresponding change in corporate strategic planning can be explained by a unit change in 
managerial skills. 55.2% can be explained by other factors not in this model. A further test on the beta coefficient of the 
resulting model, was not significantly different from 0, since the p-value p = .657 is greater than p= 0.05. R-squared 
(R²) - coefficient of determination in linear regression relationship, tells how well the regression line fits the data. It is 
an important indicator of the predictive accuracy of the equation. The goodness of fit refers to how well the model fits 
the data(Anderson, Sweeney, & Williams2002).The model corporate strategic planning= β (Managerial skills) holds as 
suggested by the test above. This confirms that there is a positive linear relationship between Managerial skills and 
corporate strategic planning.  
 
Helfat and Peteraf (2003) defined resources as assets which a firm owns, controls and has access to on a semi-
permanent basis. They exist in the form of brand names, trade contacts, technology, skilled personnel and 
production/service delivery procedures. Dutta et al. (2005) defined capabilities as the efficiency with which a firm 
employs a given set of resources (inputs) at its disposal to achieve certain objectives (output) in the strategic plan. 
Ethiraj, Krishinan & Jitendra (2005), in a study of Indian software industry concluded that the debate should shift from 
what capabilities are to how capabilities matter in strategic planning . Samson (2007) in a study of knowledge 
capabilities reaffirmed that when firms accumulate resources, it is natural that their proper utilization is supported by 
the structures in place. 
 

5. Discussion  
Our findings confirm that Kenyan organizations are significantly involved in strategic planning. Research has shown 
that meticulous corporate strategic planning produces better results that wait and see and trial and error method. An off 
(2001) argues that more attention has been put on the process rather than strategic planning systems. By evaluating the 
level of strategic planning and how it integrates with managerial skills we share the thoughts.  
Our findings reveal low knowledge of the mission and vision among staff and less integration in work processes. The 
confirmation that external consultants are used in developing strategic plans and involved in evaluation in some 
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organizations and that are they are not used revealed that strategic planning is considered an internal function and 
external as well.  Organizations should build internal managerial capacity to undertake strategic planning and do not 
rely on external skills. Management participation has been found necessary for organizational performance but needs to 
be integrated across the organizational structures for effectiveness. From the study strategy, the formulation is a 
premise of top management, but the implementation is emphasized in the lower structures. This has far reaching 
implications for practitioners. Scholars argue that 40 per cent of the planned value never get achieved due to 
implementation challenges Mankins and Steele (2005). 
 
We recommend further studies preferably case studies which are comparative in nature, focusing on 100 per cent use of 
consultants, private and public sector approach to strategic planning. This will help document what has worked and 
what has not worked.  
 
5.1. Limitations of the study  
This study had some limitations. We took note of the fact that the respondent managers were involved in the study 
while attending a course; this may have had some attendant biased responses. Possibly their responses might have been 
different if we had approached them individually from their organizations. We also relied on each manager to report 
about their respective organization of work; we did not extend our investigation to seek alternative views from other 
senior managers in those organizations neither did we control of the likely event that two or more course participants 
were working in the same organization. We contend, however, that this study has made a contribution body of 
knowledge in as far as managerial skills and corporate strategic planning are corned and especially in the context of less 
developed countries.  
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Abstract: Transparency is currently required as an essential element of public administration functioning. It supports 
quality, effectiveness and economy of administration both at the central and the local level of government. 
Transparency is currently also supported by modernization trends in public administration utilizing an implementation 
of information technologies and open access to information. Worldwide e-government plays a key role in the 
modernization efforts of public administration. It is the effective tool to transform the public administration and public 
services towards greater transparency, information availability and participation in decision-making process. The paper 
focuses on the analysis of transparency principle application on the local level of government in the Czech Republic. It 
is based on the evaluation of transparency in local decision-making, information availability and participation 
possibility. The availability of selected information was analyzed on selected local municipal websites in the Moravian-
Silesian region in the year of 2014. The aim of the paper is to assess information disclosure on official municipal 
websites, especially offering and availability of selected information and the rate of information availability on 
monitored municipal websites. 
 
Keywords: Public administration, Transparency, Evaluation, E-government, Web sites 
 

1. Introduction 
Transparency plays a significant role in the contemporary trend of public administration modernization. It is one of the 
principles of Good Governance, which was first defined in 1999 by SIGMA organization (OECD, 1999). Good 
Governance principles originated from the experience made across different European countries with diverse systems 
of public administration. Currently, they are considered as a basis of efficient public administration in democratic 
states. As stated in Marek (2006), the principle of transparency implies an open and transparent public administration 
that is essential for the protection of the public interest and reduction of corruption. 
 
Transparency in public administration is currently significantly supported by the entry of modern technologies 
(Information and Communication Technologies) in this sector. One suitable means which allows better public access to 
information and greater transparency in decision-making is the development of e-government (Gupta et al., 2008). E-
government belongs to important current trends in public administration and it is also considered as the important tool 
for its modernization. E-government provides significant opportunities to transform the public administration towards 
greater transparency, openness and information availability. In addition, as stated in Vaníček (2011), e-government (for 
example on-line services or electronic processing of applications) is helping to eliminate corruption because of the 
avoiding of personal contact of the subjects. Another important trend of contemporary e-government is the 
development of e-participation. This is the development of innovative electronic tools that allow citizens to involve 
actively in decision-making processes of government. 
 
Interpretation of the term “e-government” is quite broad and divergent. Generally, e-government means using 
information and communication technologies in a way of government transformation for the purpose of increasing 
transparency, availability, effectiveness and accountability, as stated in Michel (2005), Gil-García and Helbig (2006). 
According to European Commission (2003), e-government is the use of ICT and their application by the government 
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for the provision of information and public services to the people. E-government is the subject of various international 
comparisons, as discussed by Khosrow-Pour (2005) or Bannister (2007). Most approaches aimed at assessing the 
overall and general state of e-government, and therefore assess the performance of government at all levels of the 
country: federal, regional and local. Only some approaches focus solely on the regional or local level, for example, 
KEeLAN (2002) and Sorensen (2000). 
 
In the Czech Republic, transparency is increasingly discussed in the recent years and promoted by the development of 
e-government. The results, however, according to the analyses done for example by Ministry of the Interior, (MV , 
2013a); MV ČR, 2013b; OECD; Šmídová, 2011) are not convincing. Evaluation of transparency by monitoring of 
information availability on the websites is not only the domain of national states. It is possible and desirable to be 
performed at the level of local bodies, as analysed on the local government websites in the EU countries (Pina, Torres, 
Royo, 2009) or as implemented in the municipal websites in the Slovak Republic in 2010, 2012 and 2014 (TIS, 2014). 
 
In 2012 there was also analysed transparency in the Czech Republic at the level of higher local government units 
(FOM, 2012). Despite that fact, the local level still attracts much less attention than the national level. Also, the 
majority of research projects focus mostly on consequences of ICT use in the macro-scale of political and 
administrative processes (Bannister, 2007). However, the local and regional levels seem to be necessary because it is 
the closest level to the citizen. Most services are provided through local governments; as well participation in public 
life should be higher at the local level than at the national level. Therefore, it is necessary to provide a citizen with 
transparent information on public decision making as comfortable as possible. 
 

2. Research Methods and Data 
The aim of this paper is the evaluation of the availability of selected information about decision-making in 
municipalities with extended competences in the Moravian-Silesian region through municipal websites and assessment 
of participation tools for citizen involvement on the websites. The basic territorial self-governing unit in the Czech 
Republic is the municipality. In terms of administrative structure, municipalities with extended competences (ORP, 
municipalities III), are responsible for the widest range of government administration in delegated privileges and 
municipalities with authorized municipal office (municipality II). This is municipality to which state transfers some of 
its privileges, but not to such extent in which it is delegated to a municipality with extended competences. Status, 
rights and obligations of municipalities are defined in the Municipalities Act No. 128/2000. In the context of local 
bodies, the article focuses on municipalities with extended competences in the Moravian-Silesian region, defined by 
law regulation No. 314/2002. The analyzed websites of municipalities are listed on the website of RIS (2014). 
 
As a methodology for transparency analysis, the methodology of Transparency International applied in Slovakia, 
supplemented by Rutgers-SKKU Municipal E-Governance methodology and methodology Website Attribute 
Evaluation System (WAES) was used. The methodology of Transparency International of Slovakia is aimed at 
assessing municipalities from the perspective of openness of public administration. The openness is evaluated in 11 
areas: access to information, public participation, provision of public services, selling and renting of property, budget, 
subsidies and grants, flats and social facilities, personnel policy, ethics and conflict of interest, spatial planning and 
municipal enterprises and investment. For more detailed description of the methodology see on TIS (2012).  
 
Rutgers-SKKU Municipal E-Governance methodology is based on Rutgers-SKKU E-Governance Performance Index. 
This is the instrument used to evaluate municipal web portals with respect to delivery of public service and citizen 
participation in governance. The instrument is composed of five components: security and privacy, usability, content, 
services and citizen participation (Holzer and Kim, 2006). The method is based on 100 measurements. Each 
component includes 20 measurements. Almost half of measurements is coded on a dichotomy of two-points (no, yes) 
representing un/availability of requested parameter on websites. Other measurements can be evaluated on a scale of 0-
2 or 0-3 points. WAES methodology is aimed at assessment of the content of websites. WAES is the binary tool. It 
analyses the content of the website in the context of specific detailed criteria (types of information, services, and web 
tools). The component in the content either exists or does not. As a result, a score of either "y" or "n" is assigned to the 
specific criterion (Porebski, 2011). 
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In the presented research, there selected only those measures (parameters) of introduced methodologies that assess the 
transparency of decision-making and publishing the results of the decision-making process and that assess the 
participation of the citizen in decision-making. For the purposes of exploratory analysis were selected all 22 
municipalities with extended competences in the Moravian-Silesian region. Within these selected municipalities were 
visited websites and searched monitored information (parameters), which number is 20. The search was carried out in 
accordance with a logical breakdown of websites within 20 minutes of an acceptable term for a web page; see Chen 
(2009) or Ziemba, Papaj and Descours (2014). 
 
In case that the desired information was not found within the expected logical location in the menus and submenus of 
websites and even within the usage of the search function in a sustainable time, so the information was considered as 
unavailable. As archives, there are considered two years old data or more. The survey was realized in the year 2014. 
The searched information (20 parameters) are described in Table 1. 
 

Table 1: Monitored parameters of municipal websites 
 
Parameter Characteristic of monitored parameter 

P1 Electronic board and its archive 
P2 Materials for the meeting of the council (publication before the meeting starts) and archives 
P3 Minutes of the council and archives 
P4 The audio / video recordings of council meetings and archive 
P5 The procurement notice and archive 
P6 The commission for evaluation of procurement and archive 
P7 The results of procurement decisions and their archives 
P8 Public tender for sale and rental of real property - offer, minutes of process and outcome, archives 
P9 Annual final accounting and their archives 

P10 The current budget and archive 
P11 Supplier invoices 
P12 Subsidies and grants - evaluation of applications and allocation decisions and their archives 
P13 Land use plan 
P14 Publication of e-mail addresses of employees 
P15 Generally, binding regulations and city decrees on-line 
P16 Free access to public information (no registration or passwords) 
P17 Discussion on decision-making or message board with answers fromrepresentatives 
P18 On-line voting and decision-making and its interim and final results 
P19 Search tool 
P20 Disclosure of information requests and archive 

 
The parameters were determined based on the characteristics of the area of interest. The parameters should deeper 
characterize selected areas of analysis, which are the availability of information about the activities and decision-
making processes in the municipalities (P1, P14, P16, P19), activity of the municipality council (P2, P3, P4), disclosure 
of procurement (P5, P6, P7), public funds treatment and real property management (P8, P9, P10, P11, P12), mandatory 
information (P13, P15, P20), participation of citizens (P17, P18). 
 

3. Results 
Monitored parameters P1 to P20 are in case of availability on the concrete website of municipality marked by "y", 
otherwise "n". Almost all of the monitored parameters are multi-valued (e.g., occurrence of current information and no-
occurrence of the archive - the parameter value is then "y, n"). For multi-valued parameters can be only part of the 
information available for that category. Availability of information in this situation is determined proportionally (50 
%). 
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The graph in Fig. 1 shows the availability of the monitored parameters. 100 % availability of information for all 
monitored municipal websites were traced with seven parameters, which are Minutes of council meetings and their 
archives, Current budget and archive, published Land use plan, publication of e-mail addresses of employees, 
publication of generally binding regulations and city decrees on-line, free access to public information and Search 
Tool.  
 
On the contrary, none of the monitored websites disclosed supplier invoices. E.g. in the Zlín region the first publisher 
of invoice on the internet was Kroměříž city starting with the period from 1. 9. 2013. Very low is also information 

about committee’s members that evaluate public procurement. 
 
Spatial distribution of availability in the Moravian-Silesian region is showed in Fig. 2. Each website has been awarded 
a score from 0 to 20 depending on the availability of individual parameters. A minimum score of the worst municipal 
website from the viewpoint of transparency was 8.5, and the maximum score of the best municipal website was 15.2. 
The median has value 12.25. 
 
Overall availability of information on monitored websites and the distribution of scores are depicted in Fig. 3. For each 
municipality, there was calculated an index of availability depending on all monitored parameters. This index was 
converted to a percentage value, where 100 % availability means that all parameters are satisfied. 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Monitoring parameters and frequency of their availability (2014) 
Source: Own research on the websites of municipalities 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Availability of information on monitored websites (in %) 
Source: Own research on the websites of municipalities 
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Figure 2: Spatial distribution of availability 
Source: Own research on the websites of municipalities 

 
In the box plot, there is shown, that 25 % of municipalities offer availability at least 65 % of monitored parameters. 75 
% of municipalities offer availability better than 56 %. However, the most transparent website offers 76 % of 
monitored parameters. 
 
The following graph in Fig. 4 detailed shows the status of published information from the council meetings, where 
there were monitored three parameters: materials for meetings, minutes of meetings and multimedia records of the 
sessions. All were also monitored for archiving. The survey showed that no municipality publishes all information from 
the council meeting. In the best case there were published material for council meetings (publication before the 
meeting), and their archives, minutes of council meetings, and their archives, and audio / video recordings of council 
meetings without archives. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4: Availability of information from council meetings (in %) 
Source: Own research on the websites of municipalities 
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The most common case was only publishing of minutes of council meetings and archives, the parameter P3 (64 %). 
Minutes of meetings and archives were otherwise available on all monitored websites, either alone or in combination 
with materials for meetings or multimedia records. 
 
In the graph in Fig. 5 is depicted availability of information of public procurement. There were also observed three 
parameters: the procurement announcement, the evaluation committee and the results of the decision. Also the 
archiving of such information was monitored. The most common case was the occurrence of information about the 
procurement announcement and the results of the decision (64 % of visited pages). Only 3 municipalities offered 
complete information about public procurement. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 5: Availability of information about public procurement (in %) 
Source: Own research on the websites of municipalities. 

 
The following graph in Fig. 6 describes the status of the information publication about the management of public funds 
and real property. In all cases, there were published information about the current budget and its archives, most often in 
conjunction with the publication of the annual final accounting and subsidies and grants. None of the monitored 
websites contains information about the supplier invoices. 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6: Availability of information about the financial management 
Source: Own research on the websites of municipalities 
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In the graph in Fig. 7, there is displayed the availability of information about activities and decision-making processes 
in municipalities. There were observed 4 parameters: electronic Bulletin Board and its archive, publication of e-mails 
of employees, free access to public information and availability of Search Tool. The occurrence of this type of 
information was ordinary on all monitored websites. All parameters were available on 23 % of visited pages. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 7: Availability of information about decision-making processes in municipalities (in %) 
Source: Own research on the websites of municipalities 

 
Figure 8 shows the availability of mandatory published information. There were observed three parameters: availability 
of land use plan, generally binding regulations and city decrees on-line and disclosure of information requests and its 
archive.All parameters were available on 64 % of visited pages. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 8: Availability of information about the mandatory information (in %) 
Source: Own research on the websites of municipalities. 

 
The last graph in Fig. 9 describes the status of the participation of citizens. These parameters were found only rarely on 
the monitored websites. In 77 % were available no parameters. Both parameters were available only in 4 % of observed 
municipal websites. 
 
 

 
Figure 9: Availability of information about the participation of citizens (in %) 

Source: Own research on the websites of municipalities. 
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4. Interpretation and Discussion 
The article focused on the possibility of transparency evaluation by monitoring of information availability about 
decision-making and tools supporting the participation of citizens on the municipal websites. Based on this survey, it 
was found that the top rated municipalities offered 65 - 76 % of the monitored parameters. Most websites (75 %) 
showed the availability of parameters greater than 56 %. The best-rated municipalities in the Moravian-Silesian region 
were Kopřivnice, Nový Jičín and Frýdek-Místek. Through the remote access, there was at least accessible information 
about the materials for council meetings, audio and video recordings of the council meetings and the commission for 
evaluation of procurement. None of the municipalities disclose the supplier's invoice and generally it was found very 
low participation of citizens in decision-making through electronic access. 
 
The praxis of e-government in the Czech Republic is also annually evaluated within various competitions. The most 
famous competitions are “The Best” of the magazine Egovernment.cz, “Zlatý erb” and “National Award for Innovation 

in Public Administration” of the Ministry of Interior. Competitions results confirm that the practice of e-government in 
the Czech local government varied as summarized by Špaček (2012). Most frequent projects awarded were the projects 
promoting new communication tools of authorities with citizens or businesses (Skype, Call Centrum, SMS-/ MMS-ing) 
and also the projects improving public awareness of decision-making in the municipality (archived audiovisual 
recordings of Council meetings). In the category of new communication tools, in the competition in 2009, "Zlatý erb" 
awarded the municipality Semily (Liberec region) for allowing citizens to report defects and shortcomings via SMS. In 
the category of improving public awareness, the municipality Přibyslav (Vysočina region) was awarded for online 
broadcasts of Council meetings in 2009. The best-rated municipality in the Moravian-Silesian region in the year 2014 
was the municipality Bruntál (VSO, 2014).  
 
In the Czech Republic, the municipal websites were also evaluated within the initiative of Infoliga (OS, 2012). This 
initiative focused on the selected aspects of the praxis of the transparency principle. They assessed the municipalities 
according to the content of the municipal websites. The evaluation watched publication of municipal budgets, 
municipal board and the public procurement announcements. The best-rated municipalities in the Moravian-Silesian 
region in the last evaluated year, 2012, were the municipalities Kopřivnice and Nový Jičín, what confirm the results of 

own research (Fig. 2). 
 
Similar to researches conducted on the local level of government in the Slovakia or Poland, our research on the second 
level of government in the Czech Republic, Moravian-Silesian region has identified low participation of citizens in a 
decision-making process. For example, Porebski (2012) described in the year 2009 that only 13.7 % availability of 
discussion forums on the polish municipal websites. In our research, the availability of online discussion forums on the 
monitored websites was 14 %. Also, TIS (2014) evaluated the state of transparency at municipal websites in the year 
2010, 2012 and 2014. The level of citizen participation was evaluated to be very low. The shortcomings were found in 
the area of publication of Council meetings and insufficient tools for participation in decision-making. 
 
This research has pointed out further possibilities for the analysis of transparency in the future. The set of monitored 
parameters can be extended by, for example, the publication of minutes of the municipal board, posting responses of a 
council to citizens or a list of contracts. Also, the monitored parameters can be distinguished by legislative binding 
force (obligatory and optional). Obligatory disclosures are regulated by Act No. 106/1999. The same analytical 
framework can be applied not only for the municipalities with extended competences but also for other levels of 
government. The further research is needed to assess if the principle of transparency is respected on the local level of 
government. 
 

5. Conclusion 
The article evaluates the praxis of transparency principle adoption in the Czech e-government. We monitored selected 
information about decision-making and tools supporting the participation of citizens on the local level of government in 
the Moravian-Silesian region published on the municipal websites. Based on this survey, the rate of information 
availability in the monitored area and the municipal websites were ranked according to the availability of information. 
Some municipal websites were very confusing and it was very difficult to find required information. For this reason, it 
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would be appropriate to introduce some kind of standardization of municipal web pages so that the important data are 
easily obtainable. 
 
The area of e-participation has not been analyzed in the Czech research sufficiently yet, but the actual results of 
websites evaluation in the Czech Republic (FOM, 2012 and OS, 2014) points out the low level of citizen participation 
in the decision-making process. The communication with citizens and citizen involvement in various discussions and 
decision-making should be one of the main roles of the city website. Participation of citizens should be encouraged by 
the implementation of on-line discussion and thematic forums. Leaders of municipalities should participate in these 
discussions. Citizens should be involved in decision-making through electronic elections or surveys. The results of 
these surveys should be published online. 
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Abstract: Human use of land has altered the structure and functioning of ecosystem. The most spatially and 
economically important human uses of land globally include cultivation in various forms; livestock grazing, settlement 
and construction, reserves and protected lands and timber extraction. The patterns of land use give us insight into the 
factors that have caused the land cover to change. A better understanding of the determining factors of land use 
changes is of crucial importance to the study of global environmental change. This paper theoretically strive to evaluate 
the contributions of government policies and programmes in transforming the various land uses in the urban centers of 
Ogun state with a view to provide better understanding among the stakeholders in real estate investment. The paper 
recommended that although landuse changes is an inevitable consequences in the developing nations, there is the need 
to consider the positive and negative aspect of the policies in order not to jeopardize the available environmental 
resources for sustainable development. The paper concluded by emphasized the need for government to carry the 
citizen along in the various policies and programs for even development. 
 
Keywords: Development control, Settlement, Planning, Infrastructure, Land of crime 
 

1. Introduction 
In Nigeria, like in most developing countries, the population of towns and cities are increasing at an explosive rate. It 
has not been possible to stem down the movement of people from the rural areas to the urban centers, particularly the 
rapidly growing cities in Ogun state such as Abeokuta, Ota, Ijebu Ode, Sagamu etc. The rate of natural population 
increase in the cities has been consistently high. The most obvious impact of the rapid urban population growth has 
been the demand for urban land and the consequences are the land acquisition undertaken by government to take care 
of social infrastructure facilities. It was observed that more people in the urban areas meant an increased demand for 
basic services such as schools, hospitals postal and telecommunication services, recreational etc. 
 
In addition, residents in the urban areas must have some means of livelihood, which in turn generate demand for shops, 
offices, factories, banks, and work places of various descriptions. This was the reason why Agbola, (1994) stated that 
cities represent citadel of civilization, creativity and ambition. According to Adeagbo (2008), most human activities 
that are detrimental to the environment are urban based. Ayeni, (1979), opined that the provision of various amenities, 
social services and public utilities required fundamentally different locational consideration. This invariable 
necessitated the pressure on the available land and the consequences are the changes in the uses.  
 
Hendricks, (2013), however, observed that the large concentration of people in the urban centers has brought with it a 
host of new or aggravated problems with new demand on land and natural resources. Ayoade, (2012), also noted that 
the process of urbanization involves the transformation of the earth surface. Thus the natural pathway of energy and 
matter in the environment are modified by urbanization and new ones are created. 
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2. Literature Review  
According to Kadiri, (1998), the rapid rate of urbanization brought with it many intractable urban problems, such as 
poor environmental sanitation, pollution, crime, urban sprawl, unemployment, overcrowding among others. Other 
writers like Bello (2001, 2012), Bello Imam, (2012), Adeshina, (2010), Tade and Ademola, (2009), Adesola, (2007), 
confirmed that urban centers are faced with many environmental problems associated with its rapid growth and 
development. 
 
Research on land management practices have demonstrated that over exploitation of common pool natural resources is 
not an inevitable consequence of human nature and the spatial distribution of resources, but is contingent on the 
structure of human communities and the condition of social institutions that effectively govern access to a resource, 
monitor its condition and establish sanctions for over exploitation. Taking a critical look around and within our cities, it 
is obvious that the interrelationship and implication of uncontrolled land use development and activities are not duly 
studied or taken into consideration when development and other activities that have planning implication take place. 
Onokerhoraye, (1994) remarked that effective allocation of urban land among various land use activities contribute to 
land use problem in Nigerian cities. These problems apply to planned and unplanned districts of urban areas. As a 
result of this, the relative proportion of urban land use allocation that should ensure the emergence of a tolerance and 
decent urban environment has not come to stay in many Nigerian cities. 
 
Jain, (2004), stated that in rapidly developing cities, distorted land market and inefficient land management have often 
resulted in environmental degradation and that poor planning, inadequate or inappropriate building design, faulty 
construction, inadequate maintenance and squatter settlement on hazard prone land all contribute to environmental 
degradation and increase vulnerability and catastrophic events. 
 
Although human population growth is commonly seen as the major cause of land cover change and destruction of 
habitats for biota, particularly because of land clearing to grow foods, the role of population is in fact far more 
complex. Numerous cases do suggest that population growth and migration are correlated with increasing rates of 
tropic deforestation. Human alterations of the terrestrial surface of the earth are unprecedented in their pace, magnitude 
and spatial reach. Of these, none are more important than changes in land cover and land use, (Turner et al, 2013, 
Lambin, et al; 2009). They are directly related to the loss in biotic diversity worldwide, (Sala, et al; 2010), contribute 
significantly to local and regional climate change; (Chase; 2009) as well as to the processes contributing to global 
climate warming; (Houghton, et al; 2009). 
 
Despite improvements in land cover characterization made possible by earth-observing satellite, (Loveland, et al 2014), 
global and regional land covers and uses are poorly enumerated. It is well recognized, however, that the magnitude of 
change is high. For example, one estimate holds that the global expansion of croplands since 1850 has consumed some 
6 million km2 of forest/ woodland and 4.7million km2 of savannas/ grassland, of which respectively, 1.5million km2 
and 0.6million km of cropland by category has been abandoned; (Remankattly and Foley, 2009). Population growth is 
perhaps, the single most commonly mentioned cause of tropical deforestation, (Mather, et al; 2008). High rates of 
deforestation within a country are linked to high rates of population growth and poverty, and shifting cultivation inn 
large tracts of forests. 
 
To avoid the unfavorable consequence of land use changes, systematic approaches to intervention with land use should 
be developed; (Riebsame et al; 2014). Land use should concern the whole process in which h humans plan to alter land 
use based upon goals and objectives in combination with information on the functioning of the land use system; (FAO, 
1989). As Bouma, (2007), put it, land use systems are a complex task which requires different disciplinary backgrounds 
and different scales of analysis. These should be linked and interrelated; following a logical sequence, (Fresco; 2015; 
Rindfus and Steven, 2014). 
 
From the outcome of Stockholm conference of (1972), through the efforts of sustainable development, environmental 
protection especially the pressure on land use should be the challenges to the policy makers and stakeholders in the 
urban development. Egunjobi, (2010) sees sustainable development as a type of development that does not misuse the 
very environmental system upon which life depends on. UNCHS; (1996) observed that sustainable development is an 
integral component of human settlement development and given full consideration to the need and requirement of 
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achieving economic growth and development, social development, social progress, employment opportunity that is in 
harmony with the environment. With this concept, efforts should be made to see that proper planning and 
implementation are given to land use policies so that whatever the impact of urbanization. Little effects will be noticed 
on the land use changes.  
 

3. Trend of Development and Factor of Growth 
Since the return to democratic rules in 1999, cities in Ogun state had been witnessing rapid development and physical 
expansion. It is important to highlight some of the factors responsible for these growths. According to Mabogunje, 
(2008), the growth has been by fission and fusion. He defines growth by fission as that of breaking up of single but 
large family compounds into smaller individual ownership of dwelling. Growth by fusion was defined as an outward 
shift in city boundary through the annexation of surrounding villages in order to accommodate more people. 
 
The importance of the emerging settlement pattern and growth corridors is that they show a fairly clear concentrated 
development in the state, separated by scantily populated sub-regions then bound by two relatively more developed 
sub-regions to the north-west and east respectively. Oyesiku (1998) noted that in terms of physical development 
planning, virtually all the corridors and around the lagging regions, there are shantytowns and settlements growing 
laterally along lines of transportation and rather amorphous. It is also important to note that development in the 
direction of Ojodu, Ibafo and Mowe corridor line would soon extend to Ofada, Owode and to Sagamu and if the 
present trend of development is allowed to continue, the two distinct corridors would merge within the next two 
decades. 
 

 Figure 1: Settlement Growth Development Axes between Lagos and Ogun States 
 
Several private estate developers have taken advantage of the rapid expansion of Lagos to acquire and develop housing 
estates in Ogun State especially along the major development axes that also service Lagos. On its part, Ogun State 
government has housing estates distributed across the state with varying number of housing units, provided by the 
Ministry of Housing (834 housing units), Ogun State Housing Corporation (351 housing units) and Ogun State 
Property and Investment Corporation (OPIC) (344 housing units). There are over 40 private real estate companies in 
Ogun State with an average of over 50 housing units at strategic locations to Lagos especially along Ibafo, Mowe, 
Shagamu road axis into Ofada along Sagamu – Papalanto road. Many of these estates developed by real estate 
developers are dominantly housing estate while some could be classified as integrated townships/satellite towns. 
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Table 1: Land Acquisitions in Abeokuta 
 

Location: 
Abeokuta 

No of 
Acquisiti
on 

Year  Purpose Total 
acquisition (in 
Hectare) 

Original Acquiring 
Authority 

Asero Estate 2 1973 & 2004 Residential 
Commercial 

442 Western Region & Ogun 
State 

Alabata & Mowuko 2 1987  Institutional 2,425 FUNAAB 
Camp 1 1974 Agric  374 Federal Ministry of Agric 
Ajebo & Kemta 4 1976, 1984& 

2004 
Residential  430 Housing Corporation 

Oke -Ata 2 1976,  Residential 
Industrial 

450 Housing Corporation 

Oke -Ata 2 1980 Agric 230 Federal Ministry of Agric 
Olomore 1 1980 Residential 80 Federal Ministry of Works 
Elega 1 1980 Residential 70 Federal Ministry of Works 
Okemosan 4 1980, 1991, 

1996, 2004, 
2008 & 2012 

Commercial 560 Bureau of Lands 

Abeokuta – Sagamu 
Road 

 20015 Industrial & 
commercial 

1.5 km from 
both sides of 
the road 

Bureau of lands 

Lukosi 2 1994 Residential 215 Bureau of lands 
Olokuta 2 1996 Residential 110 Bureau of Lands 
Ojere 1 1978 Institution 530 Bureau of Lands 
Olokemeji 3 1976,1991 & 

2012 
Residential 320 Bureau of Lands 

Onijanganjangan 1 1991 Institutional 25 Federal Ministry works 
Laderin 2 2004, 2008 Residential 95 Bureau of Lands 

 
Source: Bureau of Lands and Survey, Abeokuta, (2015) 

 
The table above revealed that the fundamental requirement of the Government is to meet the basic requirement of the 
citizen as a result of teaming population, the need for residential accommodation is very important while the focuses of 
the governments at all levels are to provide the social services and infrastructural facilities for the people. However, 
there has not been serious coordination in term of physical development planning. Most of the acquisitions discussed 
above had witness series of encrogment of one form or the other. These had led to land use changes with different 
structures and shanty developments. The problems of indigenous land owners have also contributed to the land 
encrogment and land use change. The government has not seen the need for a better environment as means of solving 
the economic and political problems through effective land acquisition in the country.  
 
Several private estate developers have taken advantage of the rapid expansion of Ogun state in term of industrial 
development to acquire and develop housing estates in Ogun State especially along the major development axes and 
within the state capital of Abeokuta. Ogun State government has also made several attempts to distribute housing 
estates across the state with varying number of housing units, provided by the Ministry of Housing (table 2), Ogun 
State Housing Corporation (table 3) and Ogun State Property and Investment Corporation (OPIC) (344 housing 
units).There are over 40 private real estate companies in Ogun State with an average of over 50 housing units at 
strategic locations to Lagos especially along Ibafo, Mowe, Shagamu road axis into Ofada along Sagamu – Papalanto 
road. Many of these estates developed by real estate developers are dominantly housing estate while some of them have 
acquired land for layout and outright sale to prospective developers. All these have seriously contributed to land use 
change in the state.  
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Table 2: Housing Developed by the Ogun State Ministry of Housing 
 

S/No Location No. of Housing Units 
Provided 

1 Ilaro 8 
2 Media Village 297 
3 ItanrinIjebu-Ode 40 
4 Sagamu 25 
5 Ayetoro 10 
6 Ago-Iwoye 8 
7 Asero 190 
8 Ijebu-Igbo 8 
9 Ikenne 8 
10 Oru/Awa 58 
11 Workers Estate Laderin 272 

 Total 834 
 

Source: Ogun State Ministry of Housing, 2012 
 

Table 3: Housing Developed by the Ogun State Housing Corporation 
 

S/No Location No. of Housing Units 
Provided 

1 Ajebo 100 
2 Kemta 81 
3 Ota 66 
4 Ikangba 6 
5 Idiroko 15 
6 Ayetoro 5 
7 Ago-Iwoye 10 
8 Sapade 7 
9 Ado Odo 7 
10 Erinko 5 
11 Lagos Road 5 
12 Igbena 42 
13 Ilaro 2 

 Total 351 
 

Source: Ogun State Ministry of Housing, 2012 
 

4. Spatial Distribution and the Physical Planning Implication 
Government activities through the administrative mechanism and policy formulations have significant effects on 
shaping and directing urban growth through the constructions of transportation systems, the establishment of public 
institutions, hospital and utilities. As discussed earlier the establishment of public institutions, the location of public 
investments, the development of highways and expressways and the establishment of housing and industrial estates 
played a significant role in shaping and directing the pattern of growth and physical expansion of Ogun state. 
 
The nature of demand for some of these public works or institutions does not require intra-city locational 
considerations while very many are point-specific in the sense that they must be located in particular areas of the city 
where they are required. This is in most cases, the basis for the spatial distribution of public lands which has 
contributed to the steady growing in the change of uses of available lands around the public uses.  
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The spatial distribution of public land uses present different problems from smaller but frequently recurring advance 
acquisitions. For example, encroachment is more common with large-scale acquisition than the smaller ones. The 
large-scale acquisition also results in the problems of intensified and uncontrolled land uses especially when there is no 
proper coordination. 
 
The problems that larger acquisition of land caused are the limit, which they formed. A close analysis of the spatial 
distribution of some of these large acquisitions revealed a concentric form of arrangement around the periphery or 
suburb. For example in Abeokuta, starting from Idi-Aba is the Federal Medical Center and Kemta Housing estate and 
extended to Ogun State Television and Federal ministry of Agriculture scheme. Opposite of these are Olokuta Housing 
estate extended to Sam Ewang estate crossing to Idi Ori extended to Federal Secretariat. Along that axis are State 
secretariat and some pockets of newly acquired schemes for future developments forming. 
 
The areas that are worse in term of spatial development and proper planning are Sango Ijoko, Agbado, Mowe, Ibafo 
etc. The areas are generally described as a “modern slum” more or less an extension of city-core development. The 
failure of Ministry of physical planning to evolve a development scheme to guide physical development, include lack 
of proper coordination of physical development schemes. 
 
Other problems that were created as a result of government policies on acquisition are the over concentration along 
certain areas, an extension of infrastructures like electricity and water are made difficult. This situation created an 
extensive remote and undeveloped rural setting beyond the boundaries of these acquisitions. It should be noted 
however that because of the poor management of land uses planning. Other public authorities are encroaching 
indiscriminately into these large public acquisitions especially those whose functions are related to land use planning 
and control. 
 

5. Problems Associated with the Agencies on Land use Changes 
It should be noted that as laudable as the functions of each agency of government in land acquisition are, the most 
peculiar problems associated with each agency are manpower and lack of modern equipment to carry out the day to day 
activities. In the Bureau of Lands and Survey there are vacancies in almost all the divisions and these vacancies are at 
senior posts. The same thing in the Zonal Planning offices where the majority of the official are middle-level officers. 
The implications of these are that the effectiveness in the management and control of physical development in the state 
will be limited. Not only this, the influence of the executive (politician) heading these agencies also contributed to the 
Land use change problems. 
 
The most unfortunate aspect of this problem is the level of discipline of few officials in these agencies. Many of these 
officials collect money for illegal development thereby causing slums and inconsistency in physical development in the 
city. It should be noted again that government policies and programmes also contributed to the problems of land use 
changes in the city especially the Land Use Act of 1978 where every land within the state is in the hand of state 
Governor who allocate the land to his friends and political associates indiscriminately.  
 

6. Recommendation 
It is desirable that the bureau of Lands and Survey which is the coordinating ministry for land acquisition and 
management; issuance of the certificate of occupancy and or clearance of private properties carry out updating of all 
acquisition records, re-organize it staff and devise better ways of handling its statutory roles. Accordingly, all public 
lands should be properly coordinated on appropriate base maps or gridded sheets. In addition, a register of public 
acquisitions should be opened and properly maintained. The register should contain such information as the acquiring 
authority, the purpose of acquisition, the location and area extent and the particulars of gazette publication. 
 
To further assist proper coordination and effective control of physical development, the government should establish 
more survey controls and reinstate the damaged ones due to road construction. It is also being suggested that more GIS 
offices should be established in all the three geopolitical sections of the state. Adequate funding should be made 
available to acquire more computer equipment for effective storage, analysis and retrieval of basic planning 
information relating to public land whenever needed. It is also suggested that all government agencies whether Federal, 
State or Local Governments should have a Central information pool where up-to-date maps and plans and other 
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relevant information could be made available for educating the whole populace. Furthermore, Geographical 
information system is recommended for the processing, analyzing and dissemination of information on land uses in the 
state. Federal Government could be of assistance in this way through the Liaison Office and Federal Ministry of Works 
where all records of Federal acquisitions in the state could be kept. 
 

7. Conclusion 
Government intervention in the urban land market will continue to be on the increase due to growing population, a 
desire to provide new or upgraded services to serve an existing population, changing technology and so on. 
Accordingly, the present size, shape and structure of land use must be the concern of the stakeholders. From the 
discussions in this study, it has been observed that urbanization in Ogun state is at a very steady rate and has 
contributed serious pressure on land use and land cover changes in the recent time. This has resulted in a high cost of 
land in urban areas.  
 
Many of the public acquisitions within the city have been affected by the illegal encroachment from private individuals 
to meet their requirements. Government policies and programs also contributed to the serious pressure on land use 
changes through the acquisition of more than required land for public uses. It was also discovered during the course of 
this study that the most of the cities in the state also contributed seriously to the impact of the pressure on land use 
changes as a result of migration from different parts of the country. While the government must provide the basic 
services and facilities for the people, the continuous increase in the number of people to use these services had made 
them inadequate and the existing ones to be overused. 
 
Having noted these problems, it was suggested, however, that government should formulate appropriate planning 
policies for the organization of land for various uses and the subsequent management of the entire land holdings which 
is consistently expanding as urban growth occurs. The government should be critical in the selection of land for future 
use. How land is reserved and protected from being put to alternative or rival private use should be determined in 
accordance with policy objectives where the change of land use are common.  
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Abstract: If we compare today’s world with the World (s) from 1914, 1929 or 1939, some similarities occur: multiple 
powerful actors on the global and regional levels with conflicting interests, economic difficulties of a large number of 
economies, and the inability of “the international community” to put a stop on the world’s most intense conflicts or  
rivalries. The Great Recession, which hit the developed economies, especially European economies the hardest, has 
shifted more economic power into the direction of emerging economies, thereby, accelerating an inevitable economic 
and political change. Various states have managed to accelerate the change in the distribution of economic wealth. 
These states, grouped mainly in the BRICS, and in the Next Eleven (N11) have shown, contrary to the Western, 
“culturally superior” geopolitical thought that they are neither backward nor incompetent. They challenge the 
developed states. After the paradigm of American Empire, which ended in the worst economic crisis in 70 years, there 
came time for a new paradigm. It might be an illusion to think that multipolarity would be shaped by all the parties 
concerned, it has to be shaped by the most important ones. However, the current relations between most powerful states 
are all but cooperative. The pragmatic relations and the common goals of the BRICS states should not be 
overestimated. The relations between the USA and the EU, which show a high level of homogeneity because of the 
Ukrainian crisis, may not be so close in the future. A clear difference would exist between the arranged and the 
accepted multi-polarity, and a multi-polarity in which one side is not inclined but compelled to accept multipolarity, 
concurrently limiting its achievements. An approach to the present and the future multipolarity and multipolar world 
that would be multifarious and multifaceted is therefore a necessity. 
 
Keywords: Multifaceted and Multifarious Approach, World Economy, Uneven and Combined Development, 
Multipolarity 

 

1. Introduction 
Hegemony historically has operated to soften the tensions between the internationalist imperatives of capitalism and the 
nationalist interests of nation-states. A hegemonic power has an incentive to force other nations to abandon their 
national capitalism and economic controls and accept a world of free trade, free capital flows, and free currency 
convertibility. This is so because world’s dominant economic power has the most to gain from such a free world and 

the most to lose from nationalist efforts to limit the free movement of capital, goods, and currenciesi (Mercille, 2008: 
57-58). 
 
After the fall of the Soviet Union, the international democratic order was rewritten by the US. By openly appropriating 
the universal in its national interest, it started seeing itself an undisputed world power, capable of mobilizing military-
technological facilities in any region and securing control of any resource by dominating its allies, isolating adversaries 
and sustaining the client regimes. Analytically, the massacre of September 11 became a starting point for the US to 
launch the second version of the New World Order (Petras, 2002). The ascent of new great powers is the strongest 
evidence of incipient multipolarity, and the two most important indicators of whether new great powers rising are 
relative growth rates and shares of world GDP (Kennedy 1987; Gilpin 1981) (in Layne, 2011: 151). 
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The contemporary world is a world of multiple powerful actors on the global and regional levels, with conflicting 
interests, economic difficulties of large number of economies, and the inability of the “international community” to put 

a stop on the world’s most intense conflicts or rivalries. The world is unable to solve some of its worst security crises – 
that is a fact that represents a repetition of modern history. 
 
Is the fact that the world has become more multipolar responsible for its inability to solve the most serious crises? And 
what are the causes of this multipolarity? 
 
The main hypotheses of the paper are the following: 
1) Multipolarity can be connected with «asianisation» in the economy in its large part, and consequently political 

power. The «asianisation» of the popular culture and the military power is far slower, albeit the fact that large 
Asian states are narrowing the gap on these fields too; 

2) The future will bring the continuation of the present processes. For us, two are the most important: the rise of 
contenders will be more rapid than the rise of dominant states, and the role of the nation state/national economy 
will not decrease, thereby creating conditions for a truly multipolar world in the first half of the 21st century. 

 
Multipolarity, as an ever changing process (and a condition which represents a timeframe of this continuous process), 
essentially functions as a struggle between dominant and contender states through processes of uneven development 
(Harvey, 1995) or simultaneous processes of uneven and combined development (see Desai, 2013). In the 20th century, 
historical shifts between attempted unipolarity/hegemony and resulting multi-polarity exactly witnessed the struggle 
between national economies of the dominant, developed states and the contender states (in the contemporary world, so-
called emerging economies of the large non-Western states). 
 
Considering the hypotheses that are set forth in this paper in studying and explaining multipolarity, it will be viewed 
primarily as an outcome of combined development caused shifts in the geographical (from Europe and North-America 
to Asia, and in a less degree Latin America) and cultural (from Western to non-Western states i.e. societies) distribution 
of economic power and consequently political and military power. 
 

2. Discussion 
2.1 The origins of the contemporary multipolarity: geographical and cultural re-
distribution of economic power 
The unipolar era already is visibly drawing to a close. Three main drivers explain the impending end of the Pax 
Americana. First, the rise of new great powers—especially China—is transforming the international system from 
unipolarity to multipolarity. Second, the United States is becoming the poster child for strategic over-extension, or as 
Paul Kennedy (1987) dubbed it, imperial overstretch. Third, the United States’ relative economic power is declining. In 

particular, mounting US fiscal problems and the dollar’s increasingly problematic role as the international financial 

system’s reserve currency are undermining US hegemony (Layne, 2011: 150). 
 
The question of possible US decline could not be answered using the dominant International Political Economy (IPE) 
paradigms of the day, but that a thorough rethinking of how to make sense of US power in the global political economy 
was necessary. Gill (1990: 42) also broke from the theory of US decline. His neo-Gramscian perspective revised the 
category of hegemony not as simply a physical capability such as military might and economic weight, but as 
‘intellectual and moral leadership’ (Parisot, 2013: 1160). 
 
The economic power of the world has undeniably spread outside of (Western) Europe and North America, making the 
East, South and Southeast Asia the workshops of the world. China has to be credited for that the mostii. That does not 
mean that the era of Western role has shifted to China and East Asia exclusively. Nevertheless, it has spread and it now 
include several centers other than the West: We do not see so much a recentering of the global economy in East Asia, 
as Arrighi and Silver (1999: 219) claim, as much as a decentering of the global economy; its fragmentation and the rise 
of several zones of intense global accumulation (Robinson, 2005:9). 
 
Demographic capacity outside the Western, developed world, has become economic power. Hundreds of millions of 
people have become industrial workers, albeit very large proportions of the people in these regions still sustain on 
agriculture. Therefore, if we consider the economic power and its distribution around the world, maybe it is better to 
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speak of an “asianisation” instead of a globalizationiii. The current economic crisis, which hit the developed, especially 
European economies the hardest, has shifted more economic power into the direction of emerging economies, thereby 
accelerating an inevitable economic and political change. This crisis can be characterized as a manifestation and a 
booster of combined development. The crisis also has unavoidable cultural implications, since some, mainly Asian, ex-
colonies have managed to accelerate the change in the distribution of economic wealth. These states, grouped mainly in 
BRICS, and in the Next Eleven (N11), have shown, contrary to the Western, culturally “superior” and racist 

geopolitical thought, that they are not backward or incompetent, thereby challenging the developed states. The 
globalization paradigm also has to be rejected since the role of dominant and contender states in contemporary world 
has remained firm, and the world is marked by the struggle between these two groups of states and not “flattening by 

the globalization”. Besides that, the inequality (measured by GINI index) in most of the states of the world has 

increased and not decreased, and is increasing. Therefore, the notions about the “flat world” (see Friedman, 2008) do 

not describe the reality of the present day world. 
 
The authors that can definitely not be characterized as the proponents of globalization, Harvey, as well as Hirst and 
Thompson, agree with T. Friedman on the existence of three globalizations: For Harvey (1995) and for Hirst and 
Thompson (1996), the geography of capitalism has constantly experienced a process of globalization since its 
emergence in the sixteenth century (during the Age of Exploration), and a careful historical analysis would suggest that 
the period from 1870 to 1914 experienced even greater attributes of globalization than the current period of supposed 
interdependencies. Thus, for Harvey (1995: 8), a more appropriate term for the current “globalization” would be the 
“process of production of uneven temporal and geographic development”iv. Yet as Harvey also acknowledges in a 
cautionary tone, contemporary capitalism has witnessed a “limited qualitative change” in comparison to the era of 
previous globalization in the late 19th and early 20th century (Ibid: 12) (in:Samers, 1999: 168). From the citation, we 
can see that the current globalization can be characterized as even a bit less globalist, considering the level of supposed 
interdependencies. Nevertheless, what is more important for the purpose of this paper is Harvey’s thesis of the “process 
of production of uneven temporal and geographic development”. Capitalism has indeed experienced a “limited 

qualitative change”, adopting itself to contemporary conditions, mainly in the developed states of Europe and North 

America. However, its goals have remained the same, since they are comprised in its own nature. Besides that, in the 
underdeveloped states of Africa and Asia, where neoliberalism has quickly spreadv, capitalism has remained brutal. In 
many developing states, the working conditions and living standard look like the working conditions and standard of 
the workers and miners of the 19th century Europe. 
 
Desai (2013: 2-3, 10-11) uses the term “uneven development” adding to it the term “combined development”, stating 

that the processes of uneven and combined development (UCD) predominantly characterize the modern world, and 
states are the ones that hold the dominant role in these processes in spite of the paradigm of globalization that claims 
otherwise. States dominate the political economy on the domestic level, and geopolitical economy on the international 
level. Therefore, Desai’s thesis on geopolitical economy is that it is a product of uneven and combined development. 

UCD refers to the fact that on the one hand, dominant states tend to, including through means of formal and informal 
imperialism, preserve existing uneven configurations of capitalist development which favor them; whereas on the other 
hand, contender states accelerate capitalist and, such as in the case of the USSR, have accelerated communist 
development, all in order to contest the imperial projects of the dominant statesvi.  
 
Robinson (2002) however argues that globalization has arisen as a product of the rise of transnational capital and a 
transnational capitalist class, and has been facilitated by the revolution in communications technologies and 
transportation, which has created a genuinely global, as opposed to international economy. This global economy is 
characterized by capital mobility, globalized circuits of accumulation, and the fragmentation of production. 
Globalisation thus mainly refers to new forms of organizing capitalist production beyond the territorial boundaries of 
the nation state, and is therefore related to post-Fordist restructuring since the 1970s. This is reflected in increased 
direct foreign investment, including mergers and acquisitions between firms originating in different countries, the 
increased practice of subcontracting and outsourcing by companies to (local and foreign) suppliers, and the increase in 
trade between two or more subsidiaries of the same parent company (Robinson 2004, 18, 23-24, 58, 55) (Kiely, 2006: 
206). Nevertheless, Robinson’s theses about transnational capital and class do not stand in opposition with the thesis of 

Harvey. Harvey (2005: 11) broadly frames neoliberalism as a project primarily aimed at freeing capital from the 
constraints imposed by these “embedded liberalisms”, and more directly as a process ultimately focused on restoring 

the class power of economic elites (Buckley, 2013: 259). What we are left with is a transnational capitalist class 
(Harvey, 2005: 11). The fact that the contender states are rising more rapidly and that the state had to intervene (and 
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still has in many countries) during the present economic crisis does not mean that transnational capitalist class is not 
pursuing its interests. Most interventions of the state in developed countries, such as the U.S.A. and the countries of the 
European Union (especially the European Monetary Union) were actually aimed at saving this class, through bailouts 
of mostly privately owned banks. 

 
2.2 The Contemporary Multipolarity 
Multipolarity, an object of study of the geopolitical economy (Desai, 2015: 2), can in historical sense be viewed as the 
next step in the process of hegemonic decline of a particular dominant state (the United Kingdom, and then the United 
States), considering the fact that their economic growth has experienced slowing down, stagnation, and in some shorter 
historical period even recession or depression. The inability to change i.e. adapt to new conditions had produced the 
downfall of hegemonic statesvii , transforming hegemony/unipolarity into multipolarity. The process of combined 
development has been the primary accelerator of multipolarity, since the contender states have managed to shrink the 
gap between the developed states and themselves. On the other hand, the dominant states, are not willing to give up on 
their position, even in the various international institutions, especially financial. 
 
As an example, we can emphasize that the fact that emerging economies are rapidly narrowing the gap that divides 
them from the developed states has not yet reflected in the voting mechanisms of the Bretton Woods financial 
institutions. Desai and Vreeland (2010: 110) state: In 2003, for the first time since the nineteenth century, the share of 
the global economy held by the 21 richest countries fell below 50%. The US share has fallen below 20%. More 
importantly, while the wealthiest countries’ share of global economic growth remained at around 50% between 1960 

and 2000, it has fallen to just over 25% in the past decade. Change at the IMF has not kept pace (Buira 2005; Woods 
2005)viii. Therefore, the fact that contenders have made remarkable progress, does not mean that the dominant states are 
ready to surrender their position. They are revoking only a bit of their powerix, slowly, while doing everything to slow 
the contenders’ pace. 
 
The economic crisis also produced criticism of another feature of the international monetary system: the central role of 
the dollar x . During the 2008–2009 financial crisis, China’s criticism of the dollar’s role appeared to aim at a 

strengthened multilateral system, not an overthrow of that system. The Chinese monetary agenda included many ideas 
that were familiar from earlier discussions of monetary reform, paralleling European criticisms from the Bretton 
Woods era. Chinese representatives did not raise these issues forcefully at G20 summits, however; nor did China or the 
other emerging economies appear to aim at a new global monetary architecture. A more significant option, promoted 
by China (though not by India or Brazil), was the internationalization of its currency with the aim of creating an 
alternative to the dollar (Kahler, 2013: 714)xi. Nevertheless, the BRICS states are pursuing their own investment bank 
and solutions that would break the dominant position of Breton Woods’s institutions. 
 
At the same time, there are voices even in the West who are advocating different solutions to the economic crises, 
present and future: A key factor for any global solution will be the inclusion of the powerful emerging economies of 
the South. Growing sectors of transnational capitalists have been accepting the need to bring China, India, Brazil and 
other countries into the inner circles of decision making. This will be easier to accomplish under the multilateral 
approach of the Obama globalists than the Bush unilateralists. Even World Bank president Robert Zoellick and IMF 
chief Dominique Strauss-Kahn have spoken on the need to give more say to the South in their respective institutions. 
This is a necessary recognition of a changed world (Harris, Davidson, 2010: 225). 
 
Haass (2008) argues that the global system has now embarked on a ‘quasi-anarchic journey’ that involves more than 

state actors and includes NGOs, large corporations, terrorists and energy providers. He concludes that an open 
challenge by a single emerging power or coalition of powers “is unlikely to arise anytime soon”. He calls this system 

nonpolarity (Haass, 2008: 44). 
 
2.3 Present and future developments: the state is definitely back, further gradual shift of 
power towards Asia-Pacific, the rising importance of multipolarity 
In 2008, Zakaria published a book “The Post-American World”, just when the financial meltdown has taken 

momentum. He predicted a relative decline of American power in the next couple of decades, mainly because of the 
rise of the contenders. He also advised the orientation towards soft-power to the U.S. policy-makers. 
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In 2009, Clark still believed that a concentration of power will still last for a couple of decades: At present, no single 
version of hegemonyxii seems viable on its own. As a composite, these types map out a hegemonic project that is 
respectful of the diversity in international society, its traditional nervousness about too much concentration of power, 
and its already existing expressions within the highly developed western system. At the same time, it acknowledges 
that a concentration of power is, whether we like it or not, an inescapable constituent of contemporary order. (…) A 

different world may possibly emerge in the next 20–30 years, but what is needed is an effective blueprint for action in 
the interim. In meeting this challenge, hegemony has its own distinctive contribution to make (Clark, 2009: 36). 
 
The most frequently cited vision of a competitive multipolar system is Robert Kagan’s The Return of History (2008), 

which argues that the ability of the US to maintain the international order is declining (Kagan, 2008: 3). He points out 
that after the Cold War, the US pursued “an expansive, even aggressive global policy”, and that “in shaping a world to 

suit their values, they have compelled others to bend to their will” in ways that were bound to create a backlash. The 

logic is that all great powers are arrogant – it just so happens that, for a while, the US was the only one around. For this 
reason, rising powers will tend to create a balance against the US (Toje, 2010: 12)xiii. 
 
In the 2025 Global Report: A Transformed World, published by National Intelligence Council (NIC)in November 
2008, the resurgence of the state in economic affairs, particularly for the rising powers, is pointed. As with previous 
countries whose economies had taken off, such as South Korea and Taiwan in the 1960s and 1970s, the state is playing 
an important economic role not just in authoritarian states like China, but arguably even in rising democracies like 
Brazil and India. The financial crisis would seem to have further heightened the role of the state, potentially even more 
so where governments in the West are funding bailouts and coordinating stimulus packagesxiv. 
 
This development is in the accordance with the notion about “the crisis of neoliberalism”: Since the 2007 financial 

meltdown, the neoliberal project has been in crisis. Even some of its most ardent supporters have begun to rethink its 
legitimacy. Yet neoliberalism remains hegemonic, underpinning a host of policy rhetoric and initiatives aimed at 
stemming recessionary declines (Lauermann, Davidson, 2013: 1277). Nevertheless, Hess (2011: 1058-59) stated: 
Although the effects of the Great Recession on politics and economics are not yet known, some of the policies 
associated with the Democratic Party’s control of the US government in 2009 suggest a partial turn away from 

neoliberalismxv. Deficit spending, health-care reform, regulation of the financial sector, new educational programs, 
green economic development, and carbon-trading are all policy directions that suggest at least a partial return to higher 
levels of state intervention in markets, albeit ones that often cede significant ground to neoliberal approaches in the 
construction of policy instrumentsxvi. So, neoliberalism has been on the retreat in some areas, but it is still advancing – 
are the rescue attempts done by the state in order to save private banks really a retreat of neoliberalism or its final 
victory? 
 
The crisis has underscored the importance of globalization as the overriding force or ‘‘mega-driver’’ as it was 

characterized in both the NIC’s 2020 and 2025 Global Trends works. Developing countries have been hurt as 
decoupling theories, assertions that the emerging markets have appreciably weaned themselves from the U.S. economy, 
have been dispelled. At the same time, globalization itself may be transformed because of the financial crisis. The 
spectacular growth in global liquidity that took effect in the past decade, allowing for an era of free money, may be 
ending. Recent data suggests that the NIC may have underestimated the extent and pace of the contraction in global 
trade, at least in the short term, and the corresponding diminished appetite for Chinese manufactures (Burrows, Harris, 
2009: 27-28). 
 
The latest NIC report, Global Trends 2030: Alternative Worldsxvii, published in December 2012, at the very beginning 
clearly states: The world of 2030 will be radically transformed from our world today. By 2030, no country—whether 
the US, China, or any other large country—will be a hegemonic power. The empowerment of individuals and diffusion 
of power among states and from states to informal networks will have a dramatic impact, largely reversing the historic 
rise of the West since 1750, restoring Asia’s weight in the global economy, and ushering in a new era of 

“democratization” at the international and domestic levelxviii. 
 
Relative weight of top corporations (by number, sales, assets, and profits) – remains quite low (although higher in 
Russia and South Africa than in the other three) – rising in all cases, but low nonetheless. This suggests that we are at 
the beginning, not the end of a process. China’s “leap” into prominence in the world system has only begun the process 
of addressing the massive unevenness characteristic of that system (Kellogg, 2015: 289). 
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If we take into account the fact that China and Russia, as main contender states, are rapidly modernizing and continuing 
to build their own military arsenal, especially navy and air transport capabilities, we cannot exclude the possibility of a 
future arms race between the U.S.A. on one side, as the main dominant state, and these two contender states. The 
U.S.A. could again go through the period of what Seymour Melman called “Pentagon capitalism”, as the “state 

management” typified by the actions of Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara drew an ever-tighter loop around 
economic, military, and political authority (in: Farish, Vitale, 2011: 778). The US military-industrial complex could 
again be the main driver of capitalist economy and the pursuit of the United States for military presence in any part of 
the world. Especially is a particular region is considered to be of the interest for the United States (that is actually 
almost the whole world, although some regions hold a special importance, such as the Middle Eastxixand the North 
Africa region and the Asia-Pacific region). 
 

3. Conclusion 
No matter what version of hegemonic stability theory (HST) we accept or completely reject (with its main thesis that 
hegemonic power brings stability and order in the system, from which not only the hegemon, but also smaller states 
benefit, more or lessxx), and instead accept multipolarity and a contestation between the dominant and contender states 
as an inevitable condition in the 21st century, it is very difficult to imagine that the U.S.A. will not continue to pursue 
its own hegemony, albeit the success of this pursuit would definitely not be positive. However, we have to keep in 
mind that HST also claims that instability occurs in the system when a certain hegemon is losing its grip on hegemony 
(HST finds confirmations in the situation that preceded the two World Wars, and stagflation in the 1970ies). 
Nevertheless, a real hegemony, understood in a neorealist, neoliberal or even Gramscian sense, would not be possible 
in the future. 
 
The current economic crisis could also be viewed as a process in which former hegemon continues to lose its grip on 
the world order, after a period in the 1990ies and the first half of the 2000ies, when it tried to exploit the power vacuum 
after the collapse of the U.S.S.R. and desired to establish a hegemony through the paradigms of Globalization and 
Empire. 
 
Multipolarity is a realism of the contemporary and the future world (increasingly). What is needed is a multifarious, 
multifaceted approach to multipolarity, which would accept that the hegemony of one power (if there ever was one) is 
outdated, never to return. 
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i The hegemonic power is therefore self-interested in creating and spreading the rules, institutions and values that will foster the 
internationalization of capital. Moreover, it often finds it necessary to use its military power as “global policeman” to protect the 
international system against external threats and internal rebellions (Mercille, 2008: 58). 
 
ii When Germany industrialized in the late 19th century, it transformed the geography of world capitalism. When Japan recovered 
from the devastation of World War II, the geography of the world economy was similarly transformed. We are at the beginning of 
another such transition. Given the size of the country involved, it is likely to be bigger and more important than the transitions 
associated with the emergence of either Germany or Japan (Kellogg, 2015: 287). 
 
iiiBy 2025, six emerging economies— Brazil, China, India, Indonesia, South Korea, and Russia—will collectively account for about 
one-half of global growth. (Lin, 2011: 30). 
 
iv While neoliberal proponents suggest that absolute poverty levels have declined since the early 1980s (Dollar and Kraay, 2002), the 
reliability of such statistics has come under fire (Wade, 2003). Poverty reduction statistics do not recognize spatial and temporal 
variations in inflation or purchasing power, and if China is excluded, the 1990s actually show an increase in global poverty (UNDP, 
2002). 
 
v ‘The expansion of neo-imperialism occurred not only through the policies of states, but also through the actions of corporations and 
the mechanisms of trade, finance and investment’ (Magdoff, 2003: 15). 
 
viSuch hothouse development is called combined development because it combines or compresses many development stages into 
shorter and more intense bursts. Despite the economic, geopolitical, military and ideological power marshalled by dominant states, 
UCD has so far been dominated by the latter – sometimes against great odds and with apparently interminable delays. 

vii With the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991, the United States stood tall—militarily invincible, economically unrivalled, 
diplomatically uncontestable, and the dominating force on information channels worldwide. The next century was to be the true 
"American century," with the rest of the world moulding itself in the image of the sole superpower. Yet, with not even a decade of 
this century behind us, we are already witnessing the rise of a multipolar world in which new powers are challenging different 
aspects of American supremacy—Russia and China in the forefront, with regional powers Venezuela and Iran forming the second 
rank. These emergent powers are primed to erode American hegemony, not confront it singly or jointly (Dilip Hiro, 2008: 109). 
 
viiiAlthough the wealthiest countries’ voting shares on the IMF’s Executive Board are now roughly on par with their economic powe r 
(that is about 41%), there are notable imbalances: in particular, the fastest-growing developing nations with large economies are 
woefully underrepresented. China has about three quarters the vote shares of France even though China’s economy is larger by a 
factor of four. Yet, the G-20 is not a viable alternative. It is not much more representative than the current Executive Boards of the 
IMF and the World Bank. In addition to a European Union seat, there are seats for Germany, France, the United Kingdom, Italy,  and 
the next largest economies of Europe, the Netherlands and Spain, have lobbied for de facto representation at G-20 summits (Desai, 
Vreeland, 2010: 111). 
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ix In bargaining with the incumbent powers, China and other emerging economies have possessed one key asset: their large levels of 
reserves, accumulated as insurance against international financial shocks and as an effect of undervalued exchange rates. China’s 

reserves in particular have exploded in size over the past decade. Although growing monetary power awarded it greater influence at 
the IMF, China’s efforts to use its reserves as bargaining assets in bilateral negotiations with the United States have been largely 
ineffective (Kahler, 2013: 720). 
 
x The dollar’s vulnerability presents ‘potentially significant and underappreciated restraints upon contemporary American polit ical 
and military predominance’ (Kirshner, 2008: 418). 
 
xi The meltdown has amplified doubts about the dollar’s future in two key respects. First, the other big players in the international 
economy now are either military rivals (China) or ambiguous ‘allies’ (Europe) that have their own ambitions and no longer require 
US protection from the now-vanished Soviet threat. Second, the dollar faces an uncertain future because of concerns that its 
valuewill diminish over time. Indeed, China, which has vast holdings of American dollars (more than $2 trillion) is worried that 
America’s fiscal incontinence will leave Beijing holding the bag with huge amounts of depreciated dollars. (Layne, 2011: 156-7). 
 
xii What is meant by this hegemony? It does not refer simply to a set of material conditions in which one state is predominant: i t is 
not, in other words, primacy alone. Neither is it something that is unilaterally possessed by the hegemon, nor something that the 
dominant state has in its pocket, to save or squander at will. Rather, it is a status bestowed by others, and rests on recognition by 
them. This recognition is given in return for the bearing of special responsibilities. In short, by hegemony is meant an 
institutionalized practice of special rights and responsibilities conferred on a state with the resources to lead. (Clark, 2009: 23). 

xiii In Kagan’s argument, the twenty-first century international system will resemble mid-nineteenth-century Europe. That would 
mean a period of bare-knuckle national interest politics with a minimum of postmodern padding. This is the scenario that the US 
National Intelligence Council has labelled “multipolarity without multilateralism”. From this perspective, great power geopolitical 

rivalries will deepen in the same patterns as ideological rifts between autocracies and democracies. Rising powers will seek to 
improve their relative positions and establish hegemony along their borders. As the emerging powers grow in strength, the area they 
define as their national interest will expand, causing friction with other powers. Because their envisioned spheres of influence will 
overlap, the relationship between the great powers is likely to be competitive. This is a classic balance-of-power argument. It draws 
on the classical realist view of history and a neorealist focus on structure (Toje, 2010: 12). 
 
xiv The question is whether this enhanced economic role for the state will be a permanent, enduring feature of the future economic 
landscape or one that is transitory until some economic stability is achieved and growth resumes. The answer may be slow to 
emerge, as none of these models of state and market appear close to a steady equilibrium. As those ‘‘newly rich’’ states that 

willingly collapsed distinctions of public and private now bleed reserves, and as Western governments come to wrestle the costs of 
fiscal stimulus amid continued economic uncertainty, societies everywhere will repeatedly confront the need to define and redefine 
the desired role of the state in markets (Burrows, Harris, 2009: 30-31). 
 
xv While remaining supporters of expanding trade and transnational integration, Nobel prize-winning economists Joseph Stiglitz and 
Paul Krugman have, for the past decade, called for greater financial regulation and attention to global inequalities. Although having 
limited representation in the Obama administration, progressives exert constant pressure through their voice to the broader public. 
Krugman suggests the global slump can be fixed, at least in part, with public works’ spending. As he says: ‘The answer, almos t 
surely, is good old Keynesian fiscal stimulus.’ (Harris, Davidson, 2010: 217). 
 
xviThe United States’ traditional partners, Europe and Japan, would increasingly be challenged to maintain economic growth in view 
of their aging populations. While the rising states would want seats at the international high table, the report anticipated that they 
would be cautious about assuming global burdens, despite a packed agenda composed of new challenges like climate change and 
energy security in addition to growing threats such as nuclear proliferation and weapons of mass destruction (WMD) terrorism. By 
2025 the international order, although unrecognizable from its post-World War II contours, would remain in transition and be one in 
which the United States, though still preeminent, would be less dominant even as others would still look to it to shoulder many of the 
global burdens (see Burrows, Harris, 2009: 27). 
 
xviihttps://globaltrends2030.files.wordpress.com/2012/11/global-trends-2030-november2012.pdf. 
 
xviii (…) We believe that two other megatrends will shape our world out to 2030: demographic patterns, especially rapid aging; and 

growing resource demands which, in the cases of food and water, might lead to scarcities. These trends, which are virtually certain, 
exist today, but during the next 15-20 years they will gain much greater momentum. 
 
xix The Middle East has been the major focus of American foreign policy and will continue to be so. During the Cold War, the US, 
for the sake of security and stability, did not hesitate to back up repressive regimes in the region. After the Cold War, the US 
continued to support pro-West regional dictators out of the fear that Islamic fundamentalists would seize the power if democracy 
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was allowed. In the post-September 11 era, the US policy in the MENA countries was shaped by “the fight against terrorism” 

(Monshipouri and Assareh, 2011, p. 123). 
 
The Bush Doctrine and its application to first Afghanistan and later Iraq change the balance of power and the social structure in the 
region forever creating serious destabilizing effects in the region. (…) The existence of only one superpower, call it a hegemon or an 
empire, does not guarantee security and stability. Furthermore, as is the case for American involvement in the Middle East, it can be 
the source of insecurity and instability (Bozdağlıoğlu, 2013: 2). 
 
xx Public goods version of theory or security version of theory. See: Snidal, 1985, Webb and Krasner, 1989, in: Bozdağlıoğlu, 2013: 
4-5). 
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